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Abstract 
A non-invasive in-vivo methcx:lology for the. acquisition of 
real-tbne bone acceleration data focusi..n; upon' the shock waves 
experienc.ed at partia.µar locations of the human musculoskeletaJ 
system dtrring actual physic.al activities is described. TI'le first 
objective was to prove the credibility an:i accuracy of acquiring rone 
vibrational data with this technique. 'Ihis was ac.contplished by 
detennining the natural frequency of the reco~ instrumentational 
setup. A natural frequency beyorrl the abseJ:ved frequencies of 
recorded gait & running data (generally under 50 Hz) would eliminate 
data distortion cause:i by resonance. A natural frequency of 75 Hz 
was measured for the recording setup utilized in this study. -
Once derronstrated to be viable methcdolc:gy of acquiring data, the 
rrain focus of this project became the investigation of the inplusive 
shock waves transmissibili ty an:l transformation by internal (joints 
of the musculoskeletal system) arrl external (footwear, insoles, & 
type of track surface) elements dtrring the various rocrles of human 
lcx:ornotion. Insufficiently attenuated gait generated shcx:::k waves can 
lead to the extensive wear of joints, fatigue micro fractures of the 
. . bone arrl, subsequently the development of OS1cec2r ......... 1,..·.,...i tis. 'Ihe mcdes 
., 
.of loconotion concentrated on in this project included normal gait, 
high heel gait, stair climbing, jumping, am running on different 
track surfaces. 'Ihe heel and metatarsal strikes of 40 hmnan subjects 
"' 1 
- -- -- -·--- -·--
·~~ --··----··--------· -------~ -- --'--------- -------
·----.,. ---~-- ------''--------·--- ---- -··--··-·--
' 
. ,. -., 
• 
were identified fmn the recorded signals of their locomotion 
patterns. n 'Ihe heel strike magru. tudes range::i frc:nu aroun::i 2. O g in 
nonna.l gait to over · 20. "o g in the runnin:J am j.umping ~. 'Ihe 
high heel gait case showed that both the heel arrl metatarsal strikes 
increase:i over 175% of that obsel:ve::i with flat shoes. In any case, 
the shock absorbing devices like viscoelastic insoles, heel plugs, 
arrl resilient track surfaces did significantly attenuate the shocks 
(generally 15-25%) generated in the various physid31 activities. 
This project also utilized arrl showed that spectral analysis can 
assortment of dynamic meastme:memts in the area of biamechanics., The 
frequencies comprisincJ the damaging .in,plusive strikes can :be 
identified so that the proper counteractive design of shock absorbing 
devices can be developed for the protection against degenerative 
joint diseases. 
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Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
1.1 Backgrotmd Infonnation 
·, 
., 
/ 
' , I • 
1._; . 
• b 
One of the ma.j or consequences stennning front man's development was 
the changing of his envirorunent fmn resilient grassy fields, to the 
concrete and asphalt reality of the mcdem irrlustrial city. This 
alteration of his 
loads on the human musculoskeletal system durin;J norrral gait ll7 ,27]. 
'Ihe ilnplusive loads to which the foot is subjected during gait ma.y be 
considerably higher than the body weight;, deperrling on gait velocity 
arrl foot viscoelastic properties [18,41]. It has been established. 
that dtLi::-ing the fir.st gait phase "the heel strike" the pressure 
resistance force acting on the foot rises front o to 1.1 arrl up to 1.5 
of the body weight in a short tDOO · {20-80ms); this increase is 
deperrlent on gait velocity arrl foot properties [ 18 J • Because of 
these higher dynamic forces, the natural shock absorber present in 
the soft tissues of everyone's heel pad has become insufficient. In 
fact, one previous study [19] irrlicated that the heel pad was the 
important body component in the reduction of impulsive shocks 
which usually attenuated. the strikes by 20-28%. Furthennore, the 
impulsive energy which invades the body during each heel strike is no 
longer being significantly attenuated by the heel pad only, thus, 
leading to an overloading of the rest of the natural shock absorbers 
of the htnnan musculoskeletal system [5,11,16,29,31,40]. 
3 
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'Ihe natural shock-absorbing structures in the nn.isculoskelet.aJ 
system have viscoelastic t~perrlent rnechaniC3J behavior, which is 
relatively ineffective in withstarx:lim sudden in,plusive loads 
[22,23,24,26,28]. Degenerative joint diseases may thus be seen as a 
late clinic.a J result of fatigue failure of the natural shock 
· absorbers, submitt.Erl to the intennittent impacts over a pericd of. 
time [22,25,29]. Fatigue failure, a well known phenomenon in the 
er.qineering field, is a consequence of long-lasting, lCM cyclic 
stresses. Walking, running, arrl jumping are the most common daily 
activities which introduce i1npacts of this nature into the lOCO!OC)tor 
0system. Previous erupiric.aJ research has clearly shCMn a correlation 
:between the loading of cyclic impacts on the absorbing joints arrl the 
-~ ,• 
degenerative process in their tissues [ 6, 21, 22 J ; however, the nature 
• 
of these forces and their magnitudes have not been studied enough to 
:be defined clearly. Even un::ier normal physiologic.al corrlitions, the 
intennittent and continuously repetitive .onslaught _of shock waves 
invading the locomotor system during gait tends to cause a slowly 
prcg1·essive weakening of the natural shock absorbers arrl may lead to 
headaches, lower back pain, degenerative joint disorders, arrl ev-en 
itis. [6,7,11,22,25,29,31]. 
An irrlividual's ability to function effectively within his 
environment i~ largely deperrlent up::,n gait, man' s irost corrrrnonl y 
performed motor act. Like most other human ftmctions, gait varies 
front on irrli vidual to another. With advancements in electronic 
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technol~, new methoos have enabled quantification of these 
-- -, 
' ' 
va:r:iations . in the form of concicely exp~ gait characteristics. 
Several approaches an:i mnnerous methods have been used to obtain 
temporal, JdJ:'lematic, arrl __ kinetic infonnation relative to nonnal gait 
arrl gait patterns associated with different pathological processes 
[4,12,15,38,42]. 
The fcx:,t fonns the dynamic base upon which we function during the 
support phase for various locomotor activities. !he forces that are 
developed at the foot-shoe interface must be absorbed and rrroified by 
the shoe arrl various components of the musculoskeletaJ system 
[1,13,17,19,20,31,34]. 
The support pericd is initiated by touchdCMn or the,, first instant 
of foot contact, and proceeds through a mid-support ~icd follawed 
by push-off [5,12]. Touchdown occurs on the lateral aspect of the 
foot at the ca J caneous (heel) , in the metatarsa J region (ball) , or a 
., 
combination of the two [ 12] • The exact nature of the foot strike 
pattern is detennined by such factors as speed and type of movement 
as well as anatomic.al structure. 
!he resulting gn,un:l reaction force-time histories are typified 
by a short duration impact or passive force all~ed by a longer 
duration loading or active force. rrhe duration of the impact force 
is typicaJiy less than the time required by the nn.iscles for a reflex 
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action (50 m.s) [5]. '!his force initiates a shock wave which 
propagates through the musculoskeletal system and is attenuaterl by ,0 
the various elastic arrl rigid components of the system (bone, nn.1SCle, 
terrlon, cartilage) [5,11,16,17,22,25,29,31]. 'Ihe nature of the shock 
wave is influenced by the walking/runn.im surfac.e and can be further 
mcdif ied by various types of footwear. 1hese shock waves have been 
bnplicated as a contributor to degenerative joint diseases as well as 
. 
mnnerous chronic injuries espeaially in some sports activities 
[3,6,7,21-25,28,31,32,39]. 
'!he insufficiently attenuated gait generated shock waves ma.y 
overload arrl damage the joints in the htnnan locomotion system [25]. 
'Ihis overload of the joints can often lead to the extensive wear of 
the joints, fatigue microfractures of the bone arrl, subsequently the 
development of osteoarthritis [9,11,14,16,24,29]. Fri.nary 
itis is defined as the natural wear and tear process 
experienced in the joints subj ect€rl to physiolcgica J stresses over a 
pericxl of time. 'Ihe load-bearing joints arrl associated cartilage of 
the human musculoskeletal 
~' 
frequently · afflicted by. 
degenerative diseases, are simultaneously subj ect€rl to forces of two J 
types: (1) tangential abrasive forces due to friction of joint 
components arrl (2) cyclic longitudinal forces acting perperrlicular to 
them [24,27 ,28]. 'Ihe destructive nature of frictional forces in 
norma.l cartilage. was fourrl to be negligible [ 15, 24] , while it was 
shONil in previous study that the appearance of degenerative changes 
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in the joints exp:,sed to cyclic vertic.al forces was only a matter of 
time [6,28]. Such alterations of the joints . are rrorphologica l 
manifestations · of the fatigue failure in the soft joint tissues arrl 
is a well known phenomenon obse:tve::l in articular cartilage ( 7, 3 7 J as 
well as in the cancellous subchorrlral bone ( 8, 3 o J • 
Obviously, the significant reduction or elimination of the 
injurious effects of the gait irrluced shock waves are contigent upon 
the development of accurate methcrls to quantify these waves arrl the 
effect of various shock- absorbing insoles on the hmnan ·bcx:ly. 
Moreover, the results fro:n1 preceding studies showed that the use of 
viscoelastic insoles during nonnal walkirq will decrease the 
' 
arrplitude of the shock wave pro:p::;gating through the bcx:ly and 
therefore, protect the joints front overloading their capacity to 
sustain intennittent loading [13,32,34] 1 • rnie methcxiology presented 
here in this study may serve as a simple diagnostic tool for early 
~e.aling of the deficiency of the subject's locarotion ~· This 
rray allow same preventive act.ion to :be taken to delay or cane.el the 
\_, -process of joint degeneration. , Also, this methcxiolcgy is an 
-
effective way of evaluate::l a variety of different track surfaces as 
well as rating the shock absorbing perfornance of the mmy designs of 
shoes and insoles during the I various rocx:les of human locomotion 
(nonnal gait, high heel gait, running, stair climbing, arrl jlilllping) 
(33,40]. Furthennore, the main purpose of this study was to 
. ' 
reiterate the ease and accuracy of the non-invasive (skin IOC>Unted 
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accelerdmeters), in-vivo evaluation of the shock absorbing capacity 
of different insole types dur~ actual physical con:litions. 
' 
t:espite the apparent clinical value of shock absorbing materials 
during nonnal physiological activities, there is a comparatively 
srna.11 amount of published data on their essential properties. A 
recent publication [l] compared the compression properties of formed 
insoles after simulated use, some of the materials being shock 
attenuating. It was felt that these materials were all 'cushioning' 
am acted generally as soft-tissue supplements [1,39]. Havever, the 
number of materials available for shock attenuating has nCM rapidly 
increased includes not only foane::i insoles but m::x:lifierl 
polyurethanes arrl other types of material. A recent publication [20] 
provided some preliminary data on a sma.11 mnuber of ma.teri~s but the 
rang-e was limited and the direct extra:p::,lation of the results into 
the clinical envirornnent was difficult. It was thus decided that a 
wider range of.materials should be studied both urrler controllerl 
laboratory conditions and during gait to yield more strictly val11able 
data . 
The forces and shock waves are a function of the surface, 
footwear, arrl musculoskeleta] system as previously irrlicated 
[l,10,13,17,20,28,31,33,34]. Evaluation of the various components 
.. 
can be accomplished through mechanical am biamechanical tests. 
Mechanical tests are usually accurate am repeatable arxi can be used 
8 
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to evaluate shoe am. surface characteristics. Meth
c:rls include 
·, 
vertic.aJ arrl perrlular impact testers as well as rrore s
ophisticated 
~4 ...... ~ such as the Instron computer controlled servo-hy
draulic 
system. These testing methcrls are rrore difficult to use o
n the human 
system although same attempts have been made to evalu
ate various 
components of the musculoskeleta] system in vivo [28, 33,36,40]. 
Biomechanic.aJ tests, on the other hand, are used to evalu
ate the 
interactive effects of the different components on the
 ht.nna.n lxxly 
while actually perfonning an activity. 'Ihis has been acc
omplished by 
using force platfonns [ 5, 17, 18, 27, 41] or other pressure sensin
g 
systems [5,41] to rronitor the groun:i reaction forces at th
e 
. 
. 
shoe-surface or foot-shoe interface, arrl accelerometers 
to evaluate 
the related. effects at different sites in the lxxly [12,15,31-
36,42]. 
Also, various photcx:Jraphic techniques have been used. to
 assist in 
monitoring these 
patterns [4,12,38]. 
.LUl;;.C;..u;>\,.U:'eltlt::mt systems arrl for verifying movement 
Although total support tirne varies considerably between d
ifferent 
activities such as sprinting (100 ms) arrl a sl0v1 walk (1000 ms) , the 
. 
impact force am heel strike initiated shock waves are le
ss variable 
arrl typically occur between 15-30 ms at the heel strike [5,12]. D.
.le 
to these rather short . durations, it should be evid
ent that the 
frequency response of the sarrpling and recording system
s must be 
sufficiently high in order to accurately detect the phenome
na being 
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evaluated. Sampling frequencies should be probably in the range of 
500-1000 samples per secorrl to allai; evaluation of frequency 
corrponents up to 250 or 500 Hz. 
'µle elimination of system arrljor design errors is also of extreme 
importance. Of major importance in the evaluation of transient shock 
waves is to be certain that you are measuring what you think you are. 
such factors as accelerometer placement, attacJ:unent, and. orientation 
can greatly influence results. rue to the inherent biological 
\,,' 
variability of even highly skilled performers, the"nurnber of sample 
trials to be evaluated. becomes an important consideration. ·Most 
research has been done using a limited number of trials per subject 
(1-5) which seriously threatens the reliability an:i validity of the 
data. Recent work suggests 8-10 trials as a :mininn.nn number 
[5,10,20]. Finally, the selection and. number of subjects must be 
considered if one is to generalize results. 
Another question has to do with the variables to be evaluated. 
Force data has been evaluated using the parameters of maximum forc.e, 
time of occurrence, and estinated ilrpulse associated with the impact 
force. Accelerometer data was initially evaluated using maximum 
arrrplitudes in the temporal patterns. More recent studies have looked 
at the frequency content of a portion of the signal [ 5, 10] . Another 
factor to be considered is the nature of the signal follcwing peak 
arrrpli tude. Of course the site to be· monitored to determine th~ shock 
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absorbing capacities of different components is also an important 
consideration. For the most part, the problem has been addressed as 
a"one dimensional problem rather than a three dimensional one. 
1. 2 Project objectives and overview 
The objectives of this research are 
1. The refinement of the non-invasive in-vivo 
methodol~ for the acquisition of real-time 
bone acceleration data focusing upon the shock 
waves experienced. at particular locations of 
the hunan musculoskeletaJ system during actual 
physical activities. 
• 2. To determine the natural frequency of the re-
fined in-vivo record.in:J instrurnentational setup 
during actual testing conditions as to prove 
the credibility and accuracy of the acquired 
bone vibrational data. A natural frequency 
:beyond the observed. frequency ranqes of re-
QOrded gait & rur,ning data would inilcate no 
' ,. &tortion. of . the data ~used by resonance of 
· ··· · recording mstnnnentational setup. 
3. The investigation of the implusive shock waves 
transmissibility arrl transfonnation by internal 
(joints of the musa.lloskeletaJ system) arrl 
external (footwear, insoles, & type of track 
surface) .elenlents during the various mod.es of 
human locomotion. 
4. To utilize and shav that spectral analysis can 
be use:l as a powerful method of developing arrl 
understan:ilng an assortment of dynamic measure 
ment systems in the area of biomechanic.s. 
The in-vivo investigation of any living stnlcture precludes 
evaluation of all parameters of the human system um.er consideration 
without interferin;r with its physiolcgicaJ activity. rrhis of course 
11 
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intrcrluces significant difficulties in the process of data 
acquisition and analysis. But the author's main philosophy is that 
only in-vivo, real-time data acquisition can provide infonnation 
• 
necessary to evaluate sh~ absorbing prq;.ert:ies of the human 
musculoskeletaJ system elements or exten1al devices (insoles, · 
footwear, & type of track surface). It is worthwhile to note that 
any investigation aimed to esrablish biomechanical or physiologi~l 
parameters of the living system can only advance us to the true 
knc:Mledge, since the results are influenced with an unkncMn variety 
of unconµ-olled factors. 
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Chapter 2 
The Propagation and Dissipation of Ilnplusive 
Shock Waves in the Ht.man MLisculoskeletaJ systen 
Generated During Nonna] Htnnan Gait 
2.1 Introduction 
•• 
One of the major consequences stemming f:ton1 nian' s development was 
\ 
the changing of his envirornnent front resilient grassy fields, to the 
concrete am asphalt reality of the nroem irrlustrial city. This 
loads on the human musculoskelet31 system during nomal gait [12,20]. 
The implusive loads to which the foot is subjected during gait may be 
considerably higher than the bcx:1y weight, depen:ling on gait velocity 
an::l foot viscoelastic properties [13,31]. It has been established 
that during the first gait phase-the heel strike-the pressure 
resistance force acting on the foot rises frcan O to 1.1 am up to 1. 5 
of. the bcx1y weight in a short tirn (20-80 ms); this increase is 
deperrlent on gait velocity arrl foot properties [13 J. Because of 
these higher dynamic forces, the natural shock absorber present in 
the soft tissues of everyone's heel pad has became insufficient. The 
irrpulsive energy which invades the bcx1y during each heel strike can. _ 
no longer be sufficientlty attenuated, mcxlified arrl dissipated by 
only the heel pad. '!his leads to an overloading of the rest of the 
natural shock absorbers of the human nrusculoskelet31 
[4,7,11,22,23,30] • 
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. 'Ihe mechanical 1 y irrluced shock waves resulting front gait 
generated intennittent waves that propagate through the entire human 
bcrly frcnn the heel up to the ·head [25,30]. Previous studies have 
associated ~lusive loading resulting front gait with excessive 
fatigue and progressive damage to some elements of the human 
1,i;i;• 
locorrotor system [11,14,16,18,19,23,27]. rrhe elements usually 
damaged by degenerative changes (the foot, meniscus, intervertebral 
disc, and bone) [7,10,22] are generally referred to as the natural 
shock absorbers with their main function being to attenuate and · 
mo::lify incoming shock waves traveling tcMard the skull. 'Ihis 
attenuation is a rational fonn --of absorption and. dissipation of 
energy invading the bcrly during heel strike [ 2 6 J • Even urrler noml 
physiolcgical conditions, the intennittent and. continuously . 
' ' ' 
• 
repetitive onslaught of shock waves inva.dirq the locorrotor system 
during gait terrls to cause a slOvVly pro;JreSSive weakening of the 
natural shock abso~~ may lead to headaches,. lc:Mer back pain, 
degenerative joint disorders, an:i even osteoarthritis [ 5, 7, 11, 18, ·22 J • · ·, ~- · ,' ·--
Insufficiently attenuated incoming shock waves ltlOSt often.overload 
the joints and can lead to ·extensive wear of the joints, fatigue 
microfractures · of the bone and, subsequently, to the development of 
articular cartilage degeneration. and ~-~i tis [ 15, 17 J • 
other clinical findings en::lorsed a relation between some changes 
in bones and joints with so-called repetitive ~lusive loading in 
bones [18]. It was fourrl that fatigue fractures, partial or 
\,,--, 
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complete, result
 from inherent 
inability of a 
bone with normal 
elasti9 resistance
 to withstarrl. s
tress applied in
 a rh.ytlnnic.al, 
c re~ted, su
bthreshold manne
r, without trauma 
[15]. It is clear
 that 
~ 
force measuremen
ts on a foot-gro
und level are not
 able to represen
t 
propagation and m
cxlification of th
is force in oth
er parts of a 
skeleton. rrhe 
idea which prov
ides a basis fo
r the present 
investigation is 
that the transmis
sion, absorption a
nd attenuation of
 
energy that intake
s to the ske~eto
n due to heel 
strikes is an 
' 
~rtant compon
ent of .f29Jl~ physio
logy and patholo
gy. In order to
 
'· 
evaluate these par
ameters a techniqu
e that allcws the
 recording of 
vibrations in a 
bone during wal
king is ernployed
 [ 25] • These 
vibratio~-.,may be
 registered in som
e points of the sk
eleton such as 
the medial mall
eous, tibial tu
berosi ty, iliac c
rest, arrl forehead
 
(See Figure 2-A) . 
. 
'Ihe currently ava
ilab~e :rnethoos fo
r examination o
f ·the human 
lccamotion system
s consist of (1) 
general clinic.al 
tests (blood, 
urine electrolyte
, etc.), (2) morpholo
;iral tests (X-ray, 
biopsy), 
(3) geometric.a1 te
sts (range of movsnen
t, patholcqic.al li
mitation or 
liberation of mov
ements), ~and (4) Jdn
ematic and kine
tic analysis. 
'Ille present stu
dy deals with 
the transmission 
and attenuation o
f 
incoming intennit
tent waves result
ing front gait, 
rather than tha
t 
~ 
generally accept
ed in the biorne
chanics approach o
f kinematics and 
kinetics of gait 
[3,29]. The pro:posed
 methcdology for e
valuating the 
shock absorbing e
apacity of the hm
nan locarntion syst
ems as a whole
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Figure 2-A: The skeleta 7 lcx::ations from which .bone 
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could also be used.·· to look at the different parts separately (tibia, 
knee, fenrur, vertebral column, etc.) which could be- helpful in early 
reveal~ of :the deficiencies in the attenuational capacity of 
different parts of the system. 
Obviously, the significant reduction or even elimination of the 
injurious effects of gait irrlu~ shock waves are contigent up:ln the. 
~-·· . development of accurate_methcrls to quantify these waves arrl the 
effect of· • various shock absorbing insoles on the human lxrly . 
Moreover, the results f:r01u preceding studies shc,:,ved. that the use of 
viscoelastic insoles during nonnal walking will decrease the 
artq?li tude of the shock wave propagating through the. lxrly arrl 
therefore, protect the joints froiu overloading their capacity to 
sustain intennittent loading [9,24,26]. 'Ihe methodology presented 
here roay ser.ve as a simple diagnostic tool for early revealing of the 
deficiency of the subject's lc:x:x,roc)tion system. 'Ihis may allcw some 
preventive action to be taken to delay or cancel the process of joint 
degeneration [25,30]. Furthennore, the main purposes of this 
particular study was: 1.) the refinement of the non-invasive in-vivo 
methcxlology for the acquisition of real-time data of the implusive 
' 
shoc:k waves at particular locations of the human musculoskeletal 
system; 2. ) the investigation of the shock waves transfonna.tion . by 
(joints of the musculoskeletaJ system) arrl external 
( footwear and insoles) elements. 
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The in-vivo investigation "' of any living structure precludes 
evaluation of all parameters of the system urrler consideration with 
" interfering with its physiological activity. '!his of course 
introduces significant difficu.lties in the process of data 
acquisition and analysis. But the author's main philosophy is that 
only in-vivo, real-time data acquisition can provide the infonration 
necessary to evaluate shock absorbing prq::erties of the hl.IlTlaI1 
musculoskelet3J system elements or external devices (.insoles, 
footwear).· It is worthwhile to note that any investigation aimed to 
establish, biomechanicaJ or physiologic.a] parameters of the living 
system can only advance us to the true knowledge, since the results 
are influenced with an unknoon variety of uncontrolled factors. 
2.2 Methodology , 
A simple, non-invasive in-vivo technique has been used to monitor 
·transient vibration at different ix>ints of the·skelet3] system; 
namely, medial mllelous, tibial tuberosity, iliac crest, and 
forehead. These particular locations were choosen since they are 
covere::l by only a thin layer of soft tissue. 'Ihis investigation 
utilized a novel approach, by which small lcw-mass R:B piezoelectric 
accelerometers were placed on the skin surface of both tibial 
tuberosities; they were externally fixoo to the human subject with 
adhesive tape and a tightly wrapped elastic ace bandage to give an 
actual bone acceleration measurement of the subject's tibias 
during gait. Moreover, the wrapping of the ace bandage over the 
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ao:.elerameter almost to the point of the subject's pain threshold 
results in the natural frequency of the recording instrumentational 
setup to be aoove that seen in walking data avoiding inaccurate data 
due to resonance. 
'Ihe tight wrapping over the acceleramet€r to the 
i:cint of ·the subject has the advantage that the skin is loaded 
predominantly in compression which leads to a stiffer :rrounting. It 
also preloads the skin, which has been shown to improve resp:::,nse when 
studying the vibration characteristics of the tibia [ 6 J • Also, the 
natural frequency of the assembly has been kept as high as possible 
by the use of. a lightweight accelerometer (FG3). It has been shown 
in a previous work [ 6 J that a heavier accelerometer arrl a loose 
• 
\. 
fitting techni~ of attaching t.he accelerometer to the subject's 
tibia can lead to consida.rable resonance problems in ·the lower 
frequencies (15 to 40 :az). However, the refined instrumentational 
setup of acquiring data in this study has a natural frequency of 
approxinately 75 Hz when applied correctly. 
'Ihis is well demonstrated by the r. m. s. spectrum obtained front 
this setup during a natural frequency test (Figure 2-B). 1he 
resonance of this assembly was achieved through the application of 
quick repetitive external impacts of a snall iron rcx:1 (dia 1/411 , 
L=6", weight 1/2 #) at the bottom side location of the accelerometer 
in the overall recording setup. The signal responses of the 
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Figure 2-B: Typical p::Mer density sf€Cb:um observed at 
the resonance of the recording instrurrent-
• 
citional setup created by quick external 
impicts to the recording setup while 
attached to the .. subject 's tibia (Natural 
Frequency Determination) 
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recording instnnnentation as a result of these irrpacts were tnoni tared · 
arrl recorded for varying speeds of applying the impacts until 
resonance was obsaved. Spectral analysis was then applied to the 
recorded resonance signal to_ determine the natural frequency of the 
instrumentational setup. Fortunate] y, the natural frequency of this -~~ 
project's instrumentational setup was beyorrl the frequency range of 
the biamechanicaJ data being acquired, thus supporting the 
credibility arrl accuracy of bor;ie vibrational data obtained using this 
revise:l non-invasive in-vivo acquisition technique. 
rrhe recorded signal, which represents the heel strike shock waves 
actually i.rrluced into the human nruscloskelet31 system during walking, 
~.ras aquired by a TEAC MR-30 multi-channel anal cg cassette data 
recorder and play back unit (Figure 2-1) while simultaneously 
moni taring the input with a dual-beam cligi ra1 oscilloscope. F.ach 
analcq tape has the capabilities of storing 45 minutes of seven 
channels of walking data signal. rrhe .frequency range of this 
·- ~ 
recorder was r:c up to 1250 Hz. rrhese tapes were then played back at 
which time the recorded analCXJ gait data was fed into a personal 
computer (Zenith 158, 10 Mb hard drive) rrroified into a high-speed 
llUllti-channel data aquisition arrl storage system. A Metrabyte 
rash-16 (12 bit resolution) A/D conveter was utilized to digitize the 
0 
analCXJ data which would then be recorded onto floopy disks into data 
files containing 8000 p::,ints per trial. The sampling rate was 1000 
samples/sec, thus allOi.Ying for the accurate acquisition of the 
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Figure 2-1: The exJX;?rimental setup used to record and study the 
, .. --.---------------
implusive gait induced shocks exr:erienced by an 
individuals Jm.1sculoskeletal system during normal 
walking. The attenuational capacities of shock 
absorbing devices (i.e. viscoelastic insoles) were 
also tested and evaluated using this setup. 
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signals- in the ranJe of o to 500 Hz. At this :point, an extensive in 
house developed biomechanical signal processing software package 
(Biamech-Pak) proceeds to analyze each file of data either in its 
entirity or increments containing just the heel strike. 
Biamech-Pack. • 1S a part of the software library of the 
Biomechanics Laboratory at Lehigh University. This software package 
has the capabilities of doing tine danain statistical an:i plotting 
routines as well as spectral analysis utilizing the Fast Fourier 
Transform (E1! 11'). 'Ille attenuation for each particular walking case 
(for each insole & 
consistent (eliminate outliers) gait data the corresporrling 
without insole case as the basis. 'Ihe Fast Fourier Transfoms were 
ca 1 culated fmu chosen 1024 point segments of data to allow for a 
resolution of 1 Hzjharmonic on the pc:Mer density spectrums which 
result fronl this type of analysis. 
A tota J of forty people, twenty eight nales and twelve fenru.es, 
generally in their early 20 1s SeJ:Ved as test subjects. After 
recording the subject inf onnation (age, height, weight, & shoe size) 
for each individual, they were allowed 20 to 40 minutes to get userl 
to walking naturally while connected to the recording 
instnnnentation. DJring this time, cable connections, accelerometer 
. placements an:i their responses were extensively checked. Each 
. 
. 
subject then walked eight-trials wearing the same pair of hard heel 
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dress shoes without .the use of an insole. '!his was followed by eight 
trials of walking for each particular pair of viscoelastic insoles to 
be tested. Between 7 arrl 10 heel strikes were recored.ed for each 
trial. Evecytime a subject changed insoles, it was checked that the 
insoles were properly located in the shoe an:1 that the shoes were not 
tied too loosely since this signif~cantly effects the accuracy of the 
data. 'Ihe order of the different insoles being tested was randomly 
_,.-
changed for each subject. rrhe walking length of each trial was 
' 
approximately 30 meters in a corridor with the floor consisting of 
pouroo concr--ete ·covered with marble tile. 'Ihe subjects average gait 
velocity during these tests were adjusted to approximately 1.0 
sec/walking cycle. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Tenporal Domain 
Typical recordoo accelerograms obtained front all the 
locations considered in this study (ankle, tibial tuberosity, hip, 
forehead) are depicted in Figures 2-2 to 2-8. 'Ihe "a" series of 
accelerograms resulted front nonnal gait without the use of insoles in 
test shoes while the· "b" series accelercgrams resulted front one 
subject's walking using the Force 10-A insoles inside the shoes. 
(Note: 'Ihe specifics of the Force 10-A material type and geometric 
design is described later in this section in comparison with other 
,, 
insole designs tested in this study. ) All the accelerograms shown in 
Figures 2-2 to 2-8 were recorded front the same subject. 'Ihis 
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'particular subject's walking style was considered nonnal in a sense that his stride length, step speed, and foot angle with respect to the. ground. at heel strike was consistent with that usually observed in the testing of most subjects. HCMeVer, t < I visual obseJ:vat1.ons revealed that this subject's left stride motion was slightly more natural (less jerky) than his right stride leading to only minor gait pattern shape differences which will be shcr.vn when o:nnparisons are made between recorded signals fmu the left an:i right sides. 
really is not that surprisin;J since humans are generally not evenly developed. 
'Ille first set of accelero;;rams shOvJn in Figures 2-2 & 2-3, were recorded at the subject's ankles. 'Ihe largest gait vibration · magnitudes (including heel strike) were generally observed at the ankles rather than the tibia, hips, or forehead. This is conceivable since the ankles are the closest to the source of the shock waves. 
, rrhe most noticeable feature usually present in record~ nonnal gait accelerograms is that of the heel strike. He.el strike is genera.11 y referred to as the first 20 msec following initial contact :between the heel and the floor in the gait analysis. 'Ihe heel strikes shOwI1 in these recorded gait patterns [A] are typified by large sharp 
• 
spikes (Approx 5. O g w/o insole, 3. 8g w/Force 10-A) spaced approximately one second apart resulting in a gait velocity of 1.0 step/sec. Moreover, the intiation of these he.el strikes are actually at the.base of the spike around the origin preceding the strike 
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Figure 2-2: Typical recorded signal of a human gait pattern 
observed at the rsubject, s left medial ma.lleolus 
(ankle) while wearing; a.) no insoles, b.) Force 
10-A comp::>site insoles. 
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Figure 2-3: Typical recorded signal of a human gait pattern 
observed at the subject's right n-edial malleolus 
(ankle) while wearing; a.) no insoles, b.) Force 
10-A comp:>site insoles. 
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~ by approximately 20-30 m.sec. 'Ihe heel strike magnitudes 
{ 
generally observed at the ankles during nonnal gait (without insole) 
were around. 5.0g which were carrpare:l. with tl)e heel strikes seen for 
this location in previous studies by Light, ~Lellan, & IG.enennan [6] 
ar:d Johnson (9]. 'Ihese results are encouraging since this supports 
t methooolcgy used in the present 
study. 
Even though other researchers [6,9] have called 
locations varying front near the ankle area (bottom ~rtion of the 
tibia bone) up to the tibial tuberosity (top portion of the tibia 
oone} of the foreleg as tibial readings, a rrore defined nomenclature 
is proposed here. ts front the rrejjal malleolus will l:e 
I known as ankle readings, while data recorded front the tibial 
tuberosity will be caJled tibia readings to avoid confusion over 
choice of tenns. 
Figures 2-2 & 2-3 show data recorded £tarn the ankles. If one 
observes the graphs carefully, one will sec that a negative spike [BJ 
of about -2.Sg follows the heel strike by al:out 50 msec. 'Ihis is 
associated with the grourrl reaction phenonenon generated frcan the 
heel strike and floor composition. Also take note of the small 
positive bulge with two peaks following the heel strike by about 0.1 
sec. The first of these- peaks [CJ is the relatively srrall inpulse 
(campared to the heel strike) caused by the metatarsal of the foot . 
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striking the sequentially · after the heeJ strike. While 
uncl~r, the second peak of similar magnitude ma.y be the push off 
(consisting of heel-off arrl toe-off) of the foot leaving the ground 
-
while striding foxward with opp::>sing leg. Therefore, the support 
phase of one step consists of heel strike, foot-flat, heel-off, and 
toe-off for floor-to-floor contact which last between 0.5 to 0.6 sec 
< 
during nonnal gait. Repeated obseJ::vations supported the resulting 
elapsed times previously seen in' studies.done by cavanagh' in gait 
analysis utilizing pressure plates [ 4 J • Confinnation of the elapsed 
time between heel and metatarsa] strikes was ma.de p:)SSible tlrrough 
analysis of the depicted accelerc:xJraIOS (Figures 2-2 & 2-3) . One 
final phenomenon displayed in the recorded gait patterns shavn in 
Figures 2-2 & 2-3 is that of the reaction [DJ , which occurs roughly 
0.5 sec·after heel strike am is due to the opposing leg's heel 
strike. The ma.gnitude of this reaction is deperrlent on the 
musculoskeleta1 development of the individual along with his gait 
velocity and walking style. Moreover, the addition of insoles to 
shoes affects the gait pattern (the "b" series accelercgrams) by 
' 
significantly reducing the magnitudes of shock recorded rather tl1an 
altering the shape of the recorded gait pattern. 
When looking at the typical accelercgrams recorded. front the 
subject's tibial tuberosities as depicted in Figures 2-4 & 2-5, there 
is essentially little difference between these and those recorded 
front the ankle as far as overall gait patterns are concerned. The 
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Figure 2-4: Typical recorded signal of a human gait pattern 
observed at the subject's left tibial b..lberosity 
(tibia) while wearing; a.) no insoles, b.) Force 
10-A com_[X)site insoles. 
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Figure 2-5: Typical recorded signal of a hwnan gait p:1ttern 
observed at the subject's right tibial tuberosi ty 
(tibia) while wearing; a.) no insoles, b.) Force 
10-A comp:Jsite insoles. 
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distinguishing characteristics· of the support phase (heel strike, 
follCMed by the metatarsal strike, arrl then pushoff) still·~ 
. •,,,up 
/ 
quite clearly in these accelerograrns. However, the accelerations 
b generated by leg motions between the support phases were rnch greater 
in ma.gnitude for the ankle acc.elerogram.s than for the tibia 
accelercxJralllS (compare Figures 2-2 & 2-3 arrl Figures 2-4 & 2-5 
respectively). This is not surprising since the ankle m:wes through 
more vertical displacements than any other recording location (tibia, 
hip, forehead) on the body during gait. Also, the arrplitudes of the 
wave resulting fmn the heel and metatarsal strikes have been 
attenuated somewhat by the oones and soft tissues between the ankle 
and the tibia, through which these shock waves propagated on their 
way to the skull. In fact, these shock waves were reducerl by close 
to 50%. ( 5. 0g at the ankle to al:::out 2. 5 g at the tibia) as they passed 
through the foreleg. Finally, the reaction caused by the opposing 
leg's heel strike increased in magnitude for the tibial accelerograrns 
as ca:rrpared with that for the ankle because of the closer proximity 
to the source of the motion. These shock waves, generated by the 
opposing leg's heel strike, · traveled front the foot of. the leg 
generating the shock to the hip, acros9 the hip, and eventually to 
f 
ooth the forehead and. davn through the leg which has the recording 
equipment strapped to it. 
'!he presence of these opposing leg heel strike generated 
reactions become even. more visible in the typical acc.elerograrns 
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recorded at the subj~'s hips as shcMrl in Figures 2-6 & 2-7. 
heel strike magnitud.es are alnost on the sarre order as the heel 
strike generated. by the leg f:tom the hip side being recorded. For 
example, obse!vation of the accelerogram in Figure 2-6a clearly shc:MS 
that the heel strikes generated by the right leg (located at 0.25 sec 
a.rrl 1.25 sec) were 125% of those seen for the heel strikes generated 
by the left leg (reaction phenornnenon) observed at o. 75 sec. As 
expected, the heel arrl metatarsal strike magnitudes were reduced even 
further between the tibial tuberosi ties ( about 2. 5g) arrl the hips 
( al:out 1. Og) • In fact, these shock waves were reduc.ed by alrrost 60% 
' 
l:::etween the tibia and the hips, irrlicating the greatest attenuational 
capacity of any corrponent of the human musculoskeletal system. 'Ihe 
legs allow overall only between 20-30% of the initially generated 
shccks to reach the hips. 'Ihis means that between 70-80% of the 
original heel and metatarsal strikes at the feet are attenuated 
before reaching the hips. In con-q:ast to the gait patterns 
previously discussed for the ankles and the tibia, the accel~ 
recorded at the hips had fewer abrupt leg motions present between 
support phases. Generally, the human 1:x:rly notions observed at the 
hips consists of periodic, lower-magnitude up an:l down actions in 
sequence with each step. 
point frcncL which acceration data were 
acquire:l fronL the subjects durin:] normal gait was that at the 
forehead. This data was crucial in the um~,-..c-1- of the shock 
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Figure 2-6: Typical recorded signal of a human gait }:Xlttern 
observed at the subject's left iliac crest (hip) 
while wearing; a.) no insoles, b.) Force 10-A 
comp:Jsite insoles. 
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absorbing capabilities 
• • 
of the human 11U.1SCUloskeletaJ system, 
f 
especially in light of the fact that it is the brain which the bcxly 
is · trying to protect front the p:rtentially harmful shocks imparted by 
motion. rrhe typical accelerogram recorded from the subject's 
forehead is seen in Figure 2-8. Obviously, the up and dCMn bcxly 
. 
motion between support phq.ses shown in the·recorderl gait data for the 
hips is also visible in for the recorded forehead data, but 1 t 
appears naturally at a slightly lesser mgnitrlde. Both the right an:l 
left heel strikes (space about 0.5 sec apart) are clearly at similar 
mgnitudes in this Figure. Also, the metatarsal strikes of both 
right and left steps are 'quite distinguishable, follc:Ming their 
~ive heel strikes by roughly 0.05 sec. Moreover, the heel 
strike magnitudes of arourrl 0.6g indicates a reduction of al.lrost 40% 
between the hips and the forehead. OVerall, close to 90% of the heel 
strike generated at the base of the foot is attenuated l::efore 
reaching the skull, denonstrating the phenomenal shock attenuationa.l 
capacity of the joints, bones, and soft tissues comprising the 
complex human musculoskelet3 J system. 
A of the acceleration values typic.ally attained at the 
various measurement points on the bodies of the n,any irrlividuals 
tested in this study are listed in Table 2-1. While it appeared that 
most of the 40 subjects tested in this study were heaJthy irrlividuals 
with "traditional" walking styles, the recorded vibrational data 
acquired in this study rev&?led unbalanced shock attenuational 
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Figure 2-8: Typical recorded signal of a human gait p-3.ttern 
. . 
observed at the subject's forehead while wearing; 
a.) no insoles, b.) Force 10-A comp:::>site insoles. 
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Table 2-1: Attenuational Shock capacity of the Human , 
MusculoskeletaJ system During Nonna] Human Gait 
SUbj ect # 1 (Typic.a] walking) 
case (a): Without Insole 
Left Side 
Record.mg Location 
Ankle 
Heel Strike (Mean+-S. D. } 
5.09 + 0.61 g 
2.54 + 0.28 g 
0.95 + 0.09 g 
0.61 + 0.07 g 
Tibia 
Hip 
Forehead 
Ankle 
Tibia 
Hip 
Fore.head 
Right Side 
4.95 + 0.62 g 
2.36 + 0.27 g 
0.79 + 0.07 g 
0.54 + 0.05 g 
% Attenuation 
- ---
50.14 
81.13 
87.79 
52.38 
83.91 
89.18 
case (b): With Force 10-A Insole 
Left Side 
Recording location 
Ankle 
Tibia 
Hip 
Forehead 
Ankle 
Tibia 
Hip 
Fore.head 
Heel Strike (Mean-+-S • D. } 
3.87 + 0.43 g 
2.02 + 0.17 g 
0.61 + 0.06 g 
0.52 + 0.05 g 
Right Side 
3.92 + 0.39 g 
1.79 + 0.18 g 
0.56 + 0.05 g 
0.45 + 0.04 g 
% Attenuation 
47.88 
84.18 
86.68 
54.49 
85.53 
88.61 
* The percent attenuations shown above are calculated 
usin:J the ankle measurments as the basis. 
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capacities :f0r 22 of the subjects tested. Unbalance:i gait data is ( 
defined as the relative difference between signals resulting front 
right arrl left heel strikes being greater than 10% •. '!his observation 
was rather surprising, since all the subjects tested had balanced 
.. 
results (less than 10% difference) between the signals obtained front 
their right and left ankles (as expected); the discrepancies·between 
right aoo·· left leg data· did not appear until tibial accelerograms 
/i!l 
were compared for each leg. The recorded right arrl left tibia 
readings were generally 10-15% different for· these "unbalanced" 
subjects. The main reason for this discrepancy was that one leg was 
irore developed than the other. '!his is reasonable since a rore 
developed leg would have denser muscle arrl soft tissue than a less 
eveloped one, which would help to attenuate the heel strike-generated 
shoe.ks even more. This consideration was confinned. when all of the 
22 "unbalanced" subjects 'Which were tested acknowledged that they 
preferred to use the particular leg with the betU?r shock 
attenuational capacity more than their other leg, for leaning on, 
kicking with, pushing off, etc. Thus, the terrlency to use a favored. 
leg would likely lead to an uneven development of each leg and would 
affect each leg's shock absorption capacity. 
2.3.2 Signal Analysis in the Frequency Dana.in 
After comparing this phase of the signal proces;sing, the recorded 
accelerograms for nonnal gait for each measurement lcx::ation were 
analyzed through the application of spectral · analysis. The 
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incrementaJ portions of the recorded accelercgrams to pe 11:=;ed in this 
type of analysis were subjectively selected on the basis of 
I 
consistency. rrhese increment.a] portions of dynamic time domain data 
would then be transformed into·the frequency domain by utilizing the 
Fast Fourier Transfonn (FE11'). All the increments selected for 
transfonnation were started frarn the same point at the periodic 
walking pattern, and the size of the increments were limited to 1.024 
sec (1024 points) to allCM for a resolution of 1 Hzjhanronic as seen 
in the resulting J?a.1er Censity Spectra depicted in Figures 2-9a an::l 
2-9b. The typical curves for one subject sham in these Figures are 
the resulting average of 24 irrlividual Power tensity Spectra for each 
p:rrticular location on the body studied. The main reason for 
attaining the Fewer Censity Spectra was to learn IOC>re al::out hav heel 
strike-generated vibrations are transmitted through the body between 
the specified .u~~ rl=l'nEnt points across the spectrum. 'Ihese Power 
tensity Spectra show the frequency distribution of the cumulative 
location generated during 1.024 sec of nonnal gait. One of the 
advantages of the frequency analysis is its ability to enhance the 
pericx:lic events while spreading out irrlividual ones. '!he c.alculation 
of transfer functions between the various points using the resulting 
Power Density Spectra is the aj.tiroate goal in the unjo"l""C'.!T' 
hew the human body absorbs am mcx:lifies impulsive shocks. 
of 
The Fewer Censity Spectra .shown in either Figure 2-9a or 2-9b 
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Figure 2-9: Typical p:::wer density S]?2ctra of ga
it induced 
implusive energy observed at the recording 
locations on the subject's; a.) left side, b.J 
right side (no insoles) . 
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location considered. in this study e 'Ihe general heel strike . 
vibrations as seen in these Figures were obviously absorbed by the 
hurran musculoskelet31 system on their path f1:01n 'the foot to the 
skull. 'Ihe largest magnitudes in the power density spectra were 
recorded. near the source of the heel strike at the ankles. While 
rrn.ic:h ·1CMer magnibJdes of the power density spectra were recorded at 
the forehead due to the substantial shock atterru.ational capa.ci ties of 
. 
the bcx:ly' s natural . , shock absorbers. In fF > +~ \than 10% of the 
transmitted signal experienced at the ankle reaches the forehead for 
any particular frequency component sham in the spectra. 'Ihis is 
encouraging to see since the protection of the brain frorn shocks is 
essential to our physiolcgicaJ existence. 
FUrthennore, the relaxation of the magnitudes an:1 frequency 
components comprising the gait-generated shocks experienced during 
gait were reduced the most consistently l::etween the ankle arrl the 
hips (approxima'b?Jy 80% magnitude reductionfor each frequency as seen 
in Figures 2-9a arrl 2-9b) rather than ft·01n the hips to the forehead. 
Both the lower leg (between the ankle arrl the tibia) arrl the upper 
leg (between the tibia arrl the hip) had comparable shock absorbing 
capacities ( approxnnately 50% reduction front point to point) except 
in the frequency range between 5-10 Hz where the lCMer leg perfonned 
rather pc:x:>rly. The frequency conq;:onents comprising the heel strikes 
observed. in nonnal gait are generally between 5-20 Hz. 'Ihis shoos 
s 46 
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attenuated by the thinner lower leg, but rather by the thick, dense 
muscle am bone of the upper leg-. (Note: the cutVes s..11own in Figures 
2-9a arrl 2-9b are for the case where no insole was userl in the shoe.) 
:Further observation of Figures 2-9a and 2-9b show these similar type 
of reductions for either the left or right sides of the bcrly, 
irrlicating a ''balancai" walking subject. 
While the PcMer Density Spectra gives an overall representation 
of tota] a..nnulative energy which is transmitted tlrrough the 
.................. ,"""~~,..,t points on the bcrly, the calculaterl transfer functions can 
present a·direct relationship to what parts of dynamic energy have 
2-10 to 2-12 portray the calculated transfer functions between the 
I 
various mec3.Slrr'emEmt points at the bcrly for the same subject. userl to 
generate the accelerograms arrl Power .. Dansity Spectra previously 
discussed. 'Ihese transfer functions were calculated with the 
resultant Power r:a-isity Spectra for the lcwest point on 
the human body ·depicted in each respective Figure as the basis. For 
example, the top curve in Figure 2-lOa illustrates the transfer 
function between the left ankle and the left tibia during gait (the 
left ankle was the basis in the Figure) • Whenever any transfer 
funct-ion.. has a value of 1. O, this means that both this meclS -~.,..,. 
point arrl the basis point have the same annmt of transmitted dynamic 
energy at that particular frequency. Arrf transfer function value 
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:, Figure 2-10: The . derived ,transfer functions for the lxx1y 
com_[X)nents on the left side of the subject's 
musculoskeletal system during nonna.l gait. 
Transfer functions shGv11 alxJve were calculated 
using the .F'.F'l' from the,· a.) left ankle, b.) left 
tibia as the basis. 
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Figure 2-11: The derived transfer functions for the 1xx1y 
com[T)nents on the right side of the subject's 
musculoskeletal system during nonnal gait. 
Transfer functions shewn a1:xJve were calculated 
using the l<F2' from the; a.) right ankle, b.) 
right tibia as the basis. 
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system during normal gait. Transfer functions 
shewn arove were calculated using the }'.F2' from 
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over 1.0 in:ilcab?s a grea~r pcMer density spectral magnitude than 
the basis, an:1 anything less than 1.0 irx:licates a lower~ density 
spectral ma.gnitude than the basis~-
Here· again, sh.own more clearly than in the canparison of Power 
Censity Spectra a.n:ves, the transfer function results between the 
. 
ankle arrl the forehead (Figures 2-lOa & 2-lla) sha.v the substantial . , 
shock reduction observed in the human rusculoskeleta1 system during 
nonnal gait. Moreover, the resulting transfer functions between the 
' ankles arrl the hips seen in these sarre Figures reiterate the fact 
that the legs account for most of the gait vibration reduction 
experienced :between the ankles and the forehead. 'Ihe C31 culated 
transfer functions between the tibia arrl the hips as sh.CMn in Figures 
/ 
2~1ob & 2-llb in:ilcate the irop:)rtant role the upper portion of the 
leg plays in this overall shock attenuation. Without this direct 
transfer function relationship for the upi;:er portions of the leg, it 
' 
would be very difficult to see the significant effectiveness of this 
shock absorbing component in the overall scheme of tltlngs by 
comparing only the different Fewer tensity Spectra for the various 
\ 
, rrhis extensive use of transfer functins for evaluating the shock 
absorbing capacity of. the human locomotion system as a whole and for 
the different parts separately (ankles, legs, hips, forehead)· can be 
extremely helpful in the early revelation of deficiencies in the 
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attenuational capacity of different parts of the system. 
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2 . 3. 3 Shock Attenuational Perfo:cnance of Various 
Viscoelastic Insoles 
To mcx:lerate the risk of degenerative joint disorders, l™ back 
pain, an::l osteoarthritis, a variety of different in shoe insoles are 
nCM utilized to reduce the impact Of shocks generated during nomJ. 
gait. Twenty two different in-shoe insoles, which were manufactured 
by seven caropanies, were included in the 'testing procedure. Table 2-2 
contains the list of the insoles studied. 'llle insoles manufactured 
by Dr. Scholl' s were generally flat, thin, footshape:i insoles 
approximately O .125 in. thick with a grid of air holes punched 
through the thickness of the insoles. 'Ihe only tltlng that varied 
with the ·· Dr. Scholl' s insoles tested were their material 
compositions. Most of these insoles . were of a urethane foam 
construction; however, one was made carrpletely of poron. Another 
exception was the Dr. Scholl 's Back Guard@, which was their most 
advanced design. 'Ihis particular insole was contoured to the bottom 
shape of tl,le foot and consisted of a smooth piece of viscoelastic 
material emberlded in the he.el of the insole's· urethane foam 
construction. 
' 
1he insoles manufactured by Polymer Dynamics Inc. were generally 
of composite fonn with portions of viscoelastic material embedded in 
different specific locations of the urethane foam construction. 
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Force 10-A .composite arrl new Sport Composite·insoles were different 
• V 
in that they had two separate portions of viscoelastic material of 
different geometry urrler the heel arrl metatarsal. '!he irolderl grooves 
in the viscoelastic portions of the sport Composite insole 
construction were larger than in the Force 10-A composite, thus 
allowing the viscoelastic material of the Sport Composite to flCM 
more -freely, yielding better - vibrational . damping properties. 'Ihe 
design of the WV-composite insole was somewhat different than its 
• 
preceding COITpOSites in that· the two· viscoelastic· portions of the 
insole urrler the heel arrl metatarsal were joined into a one-piece 
center of pressure construction. Even though this center-of-pressure 
,· 
construction is a gocd design, the molded internal grooves as well as 
'· 
the boundary groove of the viscoelastic portion of the insole were 
· too constrictive, hindering material flow. 'Ihe only insole 
manufactured by·PDI that was not a composite type was that of the 
completely viscoelastic Force 10-B insole. 'Ihis design also lacked 
adequate space for material in_ the insole to. fl CM · and \ as a result, 
. 
had pcx:,rer damping characteristics than were expected. 
' 
'lhe insoles manufactured by Sorbothane · Inc. were of a less 
-
complex design'! The plain Sorbothane insole tested in this study was 
made completely of viscoelastic :niaterial. A secorrl insole was their 
Sorbolite itlsole. 'lhis design was similar to that of the PDI Force 
10-A and Sports Composite insoles, with v~astic :material located 
urrler the heel arrl metatarsa 1 regions of the insole. However, the 
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grooved in:ientations in the viscoelastic portions of the insole were 
unidirectional instead of being contoured to gait pressure gradients, 
which resulted in p::,or damping characteristics for the Sorbolite, 
insole. lastly, the remaining miscellaneous manufactured insoles 
tested in this study were all basiCGtlly made of ·urethane foam with 
slight thickness an:l contour design differences. 
The comparative results of this study, which can be seen in Table 
2 .... 2, irrlicate - that on an overall basis, the shock attenuational 
D 
capacity of the Polymer Dynamics Comp:,site insoles were greate~ than 
that of the Sorbothane or Dr. Scholl's insoles tes~ during nonnal 
gait. In the most extreme case, the PDI Sports cami;x:,site -
(Attenuation of 38.8%) was more than four times more shock absorbing 
than the Dr. Scholl 's Air Pillo (Attenuation of 8.31%). (Note: the 
percent· attenuation v:aJ.ues were caJculated using the without insole 
cases as the ~-) All data shc::Mn in Table 2-2 reflect the 
averages of the 40 subjects tested. 
While the corrp:,site insoles on the ~ole were the rest shock 
.. 
absorbers, the very thick completely foam insoles like the Spence 
Full Length Arch - SUpports and the Red Wing ATP insoles sh™erl 
relatively high percent attenuations. The completely foam insoles 
were seemingly more comfortanle to wear than the composite insoles 
because of the even distribution of pressure through the insoles. 
'Ihe ·rest insoles by far were the composite insoles with viscolite@ 
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Table 2-2: Attenuational Shock -O:lpacity of Viscoelastic 
Insoles worn While SUbj ect to Nonna.I Human Gait 
SUbj ect # 1 (Typical walking) 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Heel Strike (Mean + S. D.) % Attenuation 
3.09 + 0.26 g 
Sorbo-Sport Sole 
Sorbolite 
Sorl::othane (Plain) 
#1-Air Pillo 
· #2-Scented Comfort 
#3-Sports CUshion 
#4-Back Guard 
:\ 
· Sorbothane Inc • 
2.79 + 0.24 g 
2.56 + 0.20 g 
2.77 + 0.26 g 
Dr. SCholl 1 s 
2.84 + 0.29 g 
2.63 + 0._22 g 
2.76 + 0.23 g 
2.36 + 0.15 g 
Polymer Dynamics Inc. 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-B 
Force 10-C 
Sp:>rts Composite 
W Composite (C of P) 
SU:rvivors Viscolite 40 
SUrvivors Viscolite 60 
Red Wing Viscolite 50 
stride Rite I 
Stride Rite II 
Roc]q.x)rt Evasote 
Faron 
SpenCQ Full Length Arch 
Spence (Plain) 
Red Wing ATP 
2.16 + 0.15 g 
2.51 + 0.22 g 
2.30 + 0.28 g 
1.85 + 0.23 g 
2.21 + 0.20 g 
2.53 + 0.20 g 
2.56 + 0.21 g 
2.37 + 0.21 g 
2.69 + 0.24 g 
2 .38 + 0.23 g 
Miscellaneous 
2.57 + 0.24 g 
2.59 + 0.24 g 
2.11 + 0.20 g 
2.49 + 0.23 g 
2.36 + 0.20 g 
*10.08 
17.31 
10.51 
8.31 
14.96 
11.05 
23.89 
30.18 
18.82 
25.62 
38.77 
28.49 
18.36 
17.54 
23.48 
13.36 
22.88 
17.15 
16.32 
31.87 
19.66 
13.45 
* 'Ihe percent attenuations shown al:::x:,ve reflects the 
typical values obsel:ved for the 40 subjects tested. 
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naterial embedded in both the heel arrl the 100tatars3J of the urethane 
foam construction an:l with roam for the dampirq ma:teriaJ to flow 
urrler pressure. The reduction of the metatarsal strike is really not 
that important in the nonnal gait studies but will becane so in the 
high heel gait arrl runn.im studies to follOW'. 
The perfonnance of various insole designs were also examined in 
the frequency dmain by applying spectral analysis (using £'fi'I') on the 
recorded gait patterns. ntls methcd of mciparirq insoles by their 
dynamic perfonnance in the frequency domain will probably in future 
studies be the better way of analyzirq the shock attenuational 
capacities of insoles an:l runn.im shoes during actual use. rrb.e 
resulting pcMer density spectra arrl e3J a 1J ated transfer functions 
will be able to show how each viscoelastic insole caropares to the 
others at certain frequency ranges. For example, if a particular 
.;;. 
physica J activity would ten:l to generate danaging dynamic shocks 
through the body at a certain frequency range, all an irrlividual 
"WOUld need to do ·is to wear the insole that perfonns best ( attenuates 
shocks the most) in.that given frequency range for injury Proi::ection 
durinq that activity. 
Figures 2-13 to 2-16 shCM p::,wer density spectra cmves e3Jculated 
for the various insoles tested durinq nonnal gait. Each set of 
curves shown .were derived front a different location on 
the body of the same test irrlividual used to · generate the 
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Figure 2-13: Typical pcwer density sr:;ectra of transmitted 
dynamic energy obser.ved at the subject 's; a.) 
right medial ma.lleolus (ankle), b.) left medial 
malleolus (ankle) during normal gait while 
wearing various viscoelastic insoles. 
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Figure 2-14: Typical [XJNer density srectra of transmitted 
dynamic energy observed at the subject's; a.) 
right tibial tuberosity (tibia)~ b.) left tibial 
tuberosity (tibia) during nonnal gait while 
wearing various visccelastic insoles. 
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Figure 2·::}7") Typical rrwer density · SJBct:ri3. of transmitted 
dynamic energy observed at the subject's; a.) 
right iliac crest (hip), b.) left iliac crest 
(hip) during nonnal gait wJJ.ile wearing various 
viscoelastic insoles. 
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Figure 2-16: Typical rx:wer density spectra of transmitted 
dynamic energy observed at the subject 's 
' forehead d.zJring nonnal gait while wearing various 
viscoelastic insoles. 
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accelerograros previously discussed. The insole rrodified transmitterl 
dynamic energy distributions in the frequency domain which were 
recorded at ooth the right an:l left ankles (Figures 2-13a arrl 2-13b), 
.. 
tibias (Figures 2-14a arrl 2-14b), an:i hips (Figures 2-15a an:::l 2-15b) 
are given in these Figures. '!he· resulting tx)Wer density spectra 
curves for the various insoles tested are fourrl in Figure 2-16. 
1hese txJWer density spectra cm:ves show the frequency distribution of / 
the dynamic energy transmitted through the specific recording 
. 
locations of the subject generaterl during 1.024 sec of nonnal gait 
wearing the various insoles. As before, these cm:ves (typifying one 
•. 
subject) are the average of 24 selected ~ density spectra for 
OVera.11, the comparative insole performances were quite 
Hcwever, the general magnitudes of reduction differences created by · 
the use of insoles dropped off significantly front the ankle 
. Even so, 
gait vibration attenuations were still observerl as a 
result of using insoles. The perfonnance of the composite insoles 
,. 
like the Force 10-A and Sports Composite insoles consistently 
attenuated shocks better than the other insole types teste:i in this 
present study. These fin:lings were also consistent for both the 
right to le~ side 
balanced shock attenuational capacity of the l:x:dy • 
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Figure 2-17: The derived transfer functions for the various 
viscoelastic insoles being tested during nonnal 
gait. Transfer £unctibns sha,,m arove were 
calculated from the gait data recorded at the 
subject's; a.) right tibia, b.) left tibia using 
the Ji'.F'l' of the no-insole case as the basis. 
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insole performance results can·also be 
seen in the comparison of their calculatsd transfer functions as 
founi in ·Figures 2-17a arxi 2-17b. 'Ihe transfer functions for each 
insole tested were ca 1 culated using the Fi;·r of the case without use 
of an insole for each particular .rne:1SLIX'lem;mt location as the basis. 
Arry value less than 1.0 in:licates a better performance than walking 
. 
without an insole while any value in excess of 1.0 suggests a worse 
perfonnance than without insole use. For example, the So:tbo-Sport 
insole (Figure 2-l 7a) was worse than walking without an insole in the 
frequencies of 11-30 Hz, while the Force 10-A insole was consistently 
much bettsr than walking without an insole·across all frequencies. 
'Ihe unique differences observed between the pc:Mer density sr:ectra 
curves for each insole clearly bec.ame oore obvious by camparin;J their 
ca J ulated transfer functions. 'Ihus, the use of spectral analysis has 
been demonstrated to be sensitive enough to reveoJ differences in 
shock absorbing properties of the various combinations of shoes arrl 
insoles during the nonnal gait. 'lhis kirrl of dynamic perfonrance 
information will be very inp::>rtant in the development ar:d the design 
of the shock absorbi.m protecti_m footwear. 
2.4 sunmary and conclusions 
'Ihe results of present and previous works [26,27 ,28,30] support 
the idea that during each heel strike, intermittent shock waves are 
generated and propagated through the human nrusculoskeletal system. 
Insufficient attenuation of those iroplusive waves by the natural 
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shock absorbers may initiate articular cartilage degeneration arrl 
lead to itis. Fortunately, the refined I I non-invasive 
in-vivo approach to evaluate the attenuational capacity of different 
joints in the human musculoskeletaJ system can ~ helpful for the 
early revealing of deficiencies in the skeleton. 'Ihen the 
appropriate action can be urrlertaken to delay or even prevent the 
process of joint degeneration. 
Furthermore, the proposed technique of aquiring data in this 
project is sensitive enough to reveal the differences in the shock 
. 
absorbing properties of various combinations of shoe am insole 
designs. Accurate bone vibration . are possible ~ this 
ref ine::l methodology because: 1. ) the natural frequency of ~e 
recording instnnnentational setup was ·shown to be beyord that 
obseJ:ved in the recorded biomechanic.aJ data eliminating any 
distortion do to resonance: and 2. ) the preloading of the skin in 
compression with a low mass accelerometer onto strategic.locations on 
the human musculoskeleta1 system (where the bone is covered by only a 
thin layer of skin) leads to a stiffer mounting·arrl a better resp:,nse 
of the overall recording setup. (Note: 'Ihe tibial tuberosity was 
selected as the recording reference location in the studies of the 
following chapters. '!his was done mainly because of the greater ease 
of attaining.and maintaining the proper accurate a~lerorneter hook 
up during testing as compared to the other recording locations looked 
at in this study. ) 
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'Ihe next step in the research described here deals with the 
frequency camponents of the recorded signals. The accelerations are 
recorded digitally so that the power~ for the signals are 
easily obtained. By comparing the · spectra - fi.un two points, the 
transmissibility function of the joints between .two different 
locations are fourd.. 'Ihe frequency domain analysis of this type of 
biomechanica1 vibration data may become a more extensive way of 
comparing the perfonnance of any type of shock absorbing devices used 
by the human bcrly. 'Ihe development of spectral analysis as a methcxi 
of detennining the dynamic attenuational capacties of various shoe 
Jf' • 
arrl insole designs would open the way to a number of future projects. 
One of the major uses of spectral analysis is in the detennination of 
transfer functions and such 
examining the dynamic behavior of the foot-insole am foot-shoe 
ineterface. Future research will be needed. to · identify the IrOSt 
dangerous. frequency range so that proper shoe and insoles may be 
' 
choosen. The potential for clinical and everyday use of the 
described methcrl ma..kes it worthy of further pursuit. 
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·Chapter 3 
·The BianechanicaJ Evaluation of the Physiological 
Effects Resulting F:tan High Heel Gait 
3.1 INI'RODUCl'ION 
/'..', I I 
One of man's most uru.que footwear designs has to be that of the 
ladies high heel shoes. Even though this design of shoe has become 
quite fashionable for elegant an::l professional women, 
hcwever detriment,) side effects to wearing such a shoe. 
there are 
I o 
By raising 
the heel higher than that of the natural gait foot an;Jle, the woman's .., 
walking pattern is significantly .altered resulting in much higher 
implusive loads on the human musculoskelet9J system. Even under 
noml physiological coniitions experienced in the l0vv heel gait, the 
· internittent arrl continuously repetitive onslaught of the shock waves 
invading the hmnan locomotor system duriD3' gait terrls to cause a 
slawly prcgressive weakening of the natural shock absorbers 
[2,8,9,14,19,22]. 'Ihe increase:1 impacts due to the harder walking 
su.....-rfaces ( conCl'..-ete & asphalt) combined with the wearing of high heel 
shces during gait may substantially speed up the 
articular cartilage deterioration [5,6,19]. 
I prcgression of 
With higher dynamic loads on the human 111USC'Uloskelet9l system due 
to the raised. heel footwear, the natural shock absorbers of the human 
bcrly can not provide sufficient protection [ 24 J • Thus greater 
implusive energy which invades the body during each heel strike · is 
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not sufficiently attenuated, modified arrl dissipated which rnay iead 
to an overloading of the natural shock absorbers of the 
._ muscul.oskeletaJ system [2,5,15,16,18,20,26,29]. 'Ihis not only can 
'• 
cause excessive fatigue arrl degenerative joint disorders, but is also 
suspected to be a main cause of the low back pain (IBP) [28]. It has 
l:een shown that :t;he elements usually damaged by degenerative changes 
are the • meniscus, intel:vertebral disk bone foot, 
[8,9,12,14,18,22]. 'These elements are generally referred to as the 
natural shock absorbers~ arrl their role is to attenuate arrl dissipate 
incoming shock waves traveling tc:Mard the skull [ 26, 28, 3 o J • 'Ihis , 
.. 
attenuation is a rational fonn of _absorption and dissipation of 
energy invading the b:x1y during the heel strike. 
The insufficiently attenuated gait generated shock waves rray 
overload aIXl damage the joints of the hunan locomotion system [19]. 
'Ihis overload · of the j dints can often lead to the extensive wear of 
the joints, fatigue microfractures of the bone an:i, subsequently the 
development of osteoarthritis [8,9,12,14,18,22]. Priniary 
is is defined as the natural wear and tear process 
experienced in the joints subjected to physiologi03J stresses over a 
period of time. The load-bearing joints and associated cartilage of 
the hi..nnan musculoskeleta J system, fre:;ruently afflicted by 
degenerative diseases, are simultaneously subjected to forces ot two 
types: (1) tangential qbrasive forces due to friction of joint 
components.am (2) cyclic longitudinal forces acting perpendicular to 
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them [ 5 J • 'Ille destructive nature of frictional forces in nonnal 
cart~lage was found to be negligible [13,18], while it was sh~ in ,, 
previous study that the appearance of degenerative changes in the 
joints exposed to cyclic vertical forces was only a matter of time 
[ 4, 21 J • Moreover, the increased implusi ve cyclic loads created by 
the unnatural walking style experienced in high heel gait only 
accelerates the degenerative process in these joints. such 
alterations of the joints are morpholo;ica 1 manifestations of the 
fatigue failure in the soft joint tissues arrl is a well kn™11 
phenomerion obsel:ved in articular cartilage [6,29] as well as in the 
cancellous subchondral l:one [7,23] . 
. 
In an alternative study co.rrg;,aring walking subjects with healthy 
arrl non,he-aJthy locomotor systems, it was shomi that the reduced 
attenuational capacity of any joint causes the overloading of the 
next one so that abnormal gait or weaknesses in one joint will lead 
to the degenerative changes in the subsequent joints alo~ the chain 
f:ront the heel to the head [26,28,30]. Another intriguing result seen 
i:-~,-
in this study was the nonsignificant difference that existed tetween 
the absolute values of recorded gait pattern signals on the forehead ~ 
' 
for both healthy subjects am patients with different joint 
disorders .. This similarity led to the conclusion that the human 
musculoskeletaJ system tries to protect the skull (am. its contents) . 
front the overloading by insufficiently attenuated shock waves 
generated during nonnal gait [5,6,15,16,20,26,~9,30]. - Furthermore, 
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once a joint ceases to fulfill its duty as~· a shock absort,ing element 
of the human locomotor system, the rema~ healthy joints are 
subjecte:i to the overload, which cause their accelerated successive 
demise [ 4, 5, 17, 19, 25] . As each . sucx::essi ve joint fails, the rema~ 
' I 
healthy joints we:ar away even m:>re quickly than their predecessqrs 
. 
' ,. 
. 
un:ler the mechanic.ally irrluc.ed loadings. Moreover, this degenerative 
process is even further enhanced by the greater than nonnal impulsive 
I loads [11,15,18,21,24,28,30] generated during the high heel gait. 
Unfortunately, it seems likely that we are dealing with a 
deficiency inherent in the unquestionably sophisticated system of the 
hurran bcx:ly. It is reasonable to assmne that the developmental stage 
of man's locomotor system is no longer compatible with our nod.em 
life-style, as we sperrl a great deal of our time energetically 
treading on rigid surfac.es. Adaptation of the human muscloskeleta J 
system to the new requirement may take place in a ffM hurrlred 
generations. Meanwhile, we nrust content ourselves with firrling a 
• • 
solution to a problem that causes mankirrl much in the way of 
widespread pain and injm:y [ 5 J • 
Obviously, the significant reduction or even elimination of the 
injurious effects of the shock waves are cont~gent upon the 
development of the accurate methcrls to quantify these waves arrl the 
effect of various shock absorbing shoes, heel plugs and insoles on 
the hunan body. 'Ihe two objectives of this study were: ( 1) to 
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evaluate the effects caused by the wearing of shoes of • various heel 
t I -· < I heights durmg nonnal gait, (2) to study the mcx:3ification of 
these effects through the use of a variety of viscoelastic heel plugs 
arrl insoles to be worn in the shoes during gait. Moreover, the 
results fraxu preceding studies showed. that the use of viscoelastic 
insoles during normal walking will decrease the amplitude of the 
shock wave prop:,gating through the bcxiy an:i therefore, protect the 
joints f:rcnn overloading their capacity to sustain intennittent 
loading [11,24,25,27]. F\lrthennore, the additional purpose of this 
study was to reiterate the ease arrl accuracy of the non-invasive 
(skin mounted accelerometers), in-vivo evaluation of the shock 
... absorbing capacity of different viscoelastic heel plug an:i insole 
designs during high heel gait. 
3.2 Methodology 
A variety of methods [3,10,11,15,26,30,31] were suggested for the 
evaluation of gait patterns, shock absorbing capacity of various 
footwear, arrl viscoelastic ~les. This investigation utiliz~ a 
novel approach, by which small lc:M-~s FCB piezoelectric 
accelerometers (Type 303A) were placed on the skin surface of both 
tibial tubel"OSities; they were externally fixed to the human subject 
' . . 
with adhesive tape ar.rl a tightly wrapped elastic barrlage to provide 
an actual bone acceleration me:3.sl.rne:rnemt of the subject' s tibias 
during gait. The technique of wrapping the banJage onto the 
subject, al though . arduous, was done in such a way as to provide an 
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equal contact · pressure the· leg while allowirg for the 
continued existence of natural leg rrotion to be experienced durirg 
gait. Moreover, the wrappirg of the barrlage over . the accelerometer 
·alnnst to the J;X)int of the subject's pain threshold results in the 
natural freqllency of the recording instnnnentational setup to be 
' . 
above that observed in walking data avoiding meets Y'l!::::nn.i:::i-nt errors due 
to resonance (sec section 2.2 for details). 
The recorded signal, which represents the heel strike shock waves 
~ 
actually induced into the ht.nnan muscloskeletaJ system durirg walking, 
was aquired by a TEAC MR-30 multi-channel analcg cassete data 
recorder and play back unit (Figure 3-1) while simultaneously. 
monitoring the input with a dual-beam digital oscilloscope. Pach 
analcq ta:pe has the capabilities of storirg 45 minutes of seven 
channels of walking data at a recording frequency of up to 1250 Hz. 
These tapes were then played back at which time the recorded analog 
gait data was fed into a personal computer (Zenith 158, 10 Mb hard 
drive) ~fied 
(j 
storage system. 
into a high-speed multi-channel data aquisition an:l 
A Metrabyte Dash-16 (12 bit resolution) ~ A/D 
converter was utilized to digitize the analcq data which would then 
' 
l::>e recorded on floppy disks into data files containing 8000 points 
:per trial. The sanplirg rate was 1000 samples/sec, thus allCMirg for 
the··· accurate acquisition of the signals in the range of o to 500 Hz. 
At this point, an extensive in-house-developed biomechanic.al signal 
processirg so~ package (Biomech-Pack) proceeds to analyze each 
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Figure 3-1: The e.x.i;erimental setup used to record and study the 
implusive gait induced shocks exi;erienced by an 
individual during l0t1, medium, or high heel gait . 
The attenuational capa.cities of shock absorbing 
devices (i.e. viscoelastic insoles & heel plugs) 
were also tested and evaluated using this setup. 
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file of data either\in its entirity or increments c.ontaining just the 
I 
' 
heel strike. 
\ 
I. 
·Biomech-Pack is a part of the software libnny of the 
. 
Biamechanics laborato:ry at Le.high University. '!his software package 
has the capabilities of doing various time domain statistic.a 1 arrl 
plotting routines as well as spectral analysis utilizing the Fast 
Fourier Transfonn (Flt'!'). The a~tion for each particular walking 
case (for each insole) was eolculated using consistent· (eliminate 
outliers) gait data am the corresp::,rrling without insole case as the 
basis. rrhe Fast Fourier Transfonns were c.al culaterl fmu 1024 :point 
segments of data to allCM for a resolution of 1 Hzjhanronic on the 
. p::wer density spect.rurns which result front this type of analysis. 
Several females LL their early 20 1s served as test subjects in 
the first part of this study. 'Ihis portion mainly looked at the 
effects of walking in shoes of various heel heights arrl their 
::possible mcxlification through the use of viscoelastic insoles. The 
subjects were allaved 20 to 40 minutes to get used. to walking 
naturally while connected to the recording instnnnentation. D.rring 
this period, cable connections, accelerometer placements an:1 their 
responses were checked. Each subject then perfonred eight trials of 
barefoot walking follCMed by eight trials of walking for each 
particular shoe of different heel heights. Between 6 arrl 9 heel 
strikes were reGQrded per trial. All the shoes tested in this part 
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of the study had he.e]s of siJnilar material hardness an:1 geometricaJ 
. 
' design. After acquiring data fmn the shoes of various heel heights, 
a set of five types of experiioontal viscoelastic insoles were tested. 
in flat shoes arrl then in the high he.el shoes to evaluate the heel 
. . 
strike shock rocrlification in 1:oth types of shoes. rrhe percent 
attenuations of each viscoelastic insole was cal culaterl using the 
data resulting fmn the ~ without insole C3se as the :basis. 
In the secorrl part of this study, one female in her late 3 o's 
Se1:Ved as a test subject. While the first part of this study de.a]t 
with different heel heights arrl effects of shoe insoles, here the 
' ' 
shock attenuational capacities of a variety of viscoelastic heel 
plugs in high heel shoes were evaluated. After recording the subject 
" 
information (age, height, weight, & shoe size), this subject was also 
then allCllled 20 to 40 minutes to get used to walking naturally while 
' 
connected to the recording .instrumentation. The subject then walked 
eight trials of bare-foot walking follCME!d. by eight trials of 
walking while wearing a pair of an experim:ntal high heel shoe (the 
shoe was provided courtesy of Rockport), which had a provision for 
changing heel plug inserts. 'lbe percent attenuations of each 
viscoelastic heel plug in this case was cala 11 ated using the data 
resulting f:r01n the original · hard heel plug case as a basis. 'Ille 
subject perfornai eight trials for each 
viscoelastic heel plugs to be tssted. 
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In either part of this study, evecytiine a subject changed heel 
plugs or insoles, it was checked that the heel plugs or insoles were 
in the shoes properly arrl that the shoes were not too loosely fitting 
1::ecause this can significantly effect the accuracy of the data. '!he 
order of the different. shoes or insoles being tested was ran:lomly 
.> 
changed for each successive subject or set to be tested. 'Ihe wa1kincJ 
length of each trial in both cases was approximately 30 m. · in a 
corridor with the floor consisting of poured concrete covered with 
marble floor tile. The average gait velocity for all· the subjects 
used durirq these tests was adjusted to approximately 1.0 sec/walkincJ 
cycle . 
., 3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Temporal. Danain 
For shoes of increasing heel heights (using no insoles) and the 
same consistency of heel material, the heel strike shock magnitudes 
were increased significantly over that of the inplusive loadings 
exi:eriencerl with flat shoes ( o. 5 in. heel) . 'Ihe results for three 
subjects of different wa1kincJ style are shawn in Figure 3-2. '!he heel 
strike acceleration values for high heeJs generally began to exceed 
the barefoot heel strike values for each subject in the heel height 
ranges of 1. 75 to 2.25 inches. Heel ·height was defined as the 
elevational difference :between metatarsal heads arrl the foot heel 
contact with the inside base of the shoes when standing on flat 
ground. The Rockport high heel test shoes used in the second part of 
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Figure 3-2: The m::an recorded heel strike shocks obtained 
from the three test subject's tibial b.zberosities 
during normitl gait using shoes of various heel 
heights (without insoles J • 
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' this study comparing" viscoelastic heel plugs had a heel height ,_of 
' 1. 85 in. 'Ille heel strike accelerations for shoes app:roachirg 3. 5 
inch heel heights used in the first portion of this study attained a 
level of over 175% of that of flat shoe heel strike values an:i was 
also 130% greater than the barefoot heel strike value. 
The lCMer portion of the curves sham in Figure 3-2 also irrlicate 
the :possible existence of an "ultilnate" walkirg shoe heel height 
somewhere between O" arrl 3/4" heel height for each irrlividual teste.d. 
Hcwever, because of everyone's uniquely different style of walkirg, 
it's impossible to place everyone on the same generalized heel strike 
vs. heel height CLUVe. Moreover, the results shown for the three 
different test subjects imply that each person, deperrling on their 
pace, walkirg style, arrl physical size, has a unique ultiJnate heel 
size in wru.ch the greatest attenuation of the damaging implusive heel 
strike occurs. Hc:Mever, the range is confined to somewhere between o 
to 3/ 4 in. Also note, that the relatively small staroard deviations 
(usually less than 10%) of the recorded gait data shCMn in Figure 3-2 
irrlicates the accurate consistency of gait data being acquired by the 
proposed methodology. 
It turns out that the subject's physlcaJ size has only a small 
effect on the amotmt of i.mplusive force generated during nonnal gait. 
Similar conclusion was reached by Voloshin and Wosk [26]. The 
subject's walking style and gait velocity apparently had the most 
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effect on the magni'bldes of these gait generated in'g;,luses. When 
looking at the nonnalized curves in Figure 3-3, it's obvious that 
these curves also shown the same resultirq trerrl.s as seen for each 
subject in Figure 3-2. However, the curves in Figure 3-3 have been 
' 
nonnalized by each subject's barefoot heel strike value resulting in 
a.n:ves that are irrleperrlent of_ the subject's physiqu size. Notice 
that subject #2 · generated much smaller heel strike values than 
-
subjects #1 & #3 even though she outweighed them by oore than 25 lbs. 
. --·, 
'Ihe heel strike ratio is equal to the heel strike value experienced 
at a specific heel height divided by that particular subject's 
barefoot heel strike value. When the heel strike ratio in these 
curves is equal to one, this irrlicates a heel strike value equivalent 
to that of the barefoot value. Here again, the heel strike 
accelerations generally did not exceed that of the barefoot values of 
each subject until arourrl the heel heights between 1.75 to 2.25 
inches. In either figure relatirq heel strike magnitudes to heel 
heights, it was encouragirq to sec the consistency that existed in 
the curve trerrls f1:01n subject to subject even though the magnitudes 
were different do to each person's walking style. 
Not only does the heel strike values incr--ease with the increasing 
of heel heights but sod~ the metatarsal strike values which were 
insignificant in low heel am even barefoot gait. 'Ihe classic.ally 
observed gait patterns for barefoot am nonnal flat shoe walking are 
depicted in .Figures 3-4 & 3-Sa using the same subject in all three 
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Figure 3-3: The heel strike ratios (nonnalized by the barefCXJt 
strike values) calculated from the Irea.11 heel strike 
shocks obtained from the three test subject's 
tibial tuberosi ties during norma.l gait using shoes 
of various heel heights (without insoles). 
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cases. '!his subject's typic.aJ barefoot accel~, shown in Figure 
3-4a, has sharply defined heel strikes of aroun:i 3.2g located at 0.20 
arrl 1.25 sec. Folla.ving each heel strike by approx. 0.1 sec. • l.S . a 
,, -small peak of approx. o. 75g which is an associated wetatarsaJ strike. 
The take off pc>rtion of the support phase, which is observed in some 
subjects during nonnal barefoot gait, was not seen here for this 
subject. 'Ihe last phenomenon that was observe:i in this subject's 
tibial gait ~ttem, which is traditionally observed during nonnal 
gait, was that of the opposing leg's heel strike .. 'Ihis shock wave, 
generated by the opposing leg, propcgates up frun the point of 
generation to the hips then dc:Mn the leg with the recording 
\ 
equipment on it. rrhls is depicted in Figure 3-4a as the broad peak 
of approx. l.Sg generally observed half way be~ the heel strikes 
shown. rrhe remaining portions of this recorded gait pattern is 
basic.ally insignificant leg motion accelerations experienced at the 
tibial tuberosities during nornal gait. 
Figures 3-4b & 3-5a also had similar types of recorded gait 
patterns as observed and discussed for the ba.refoot,,,ease as shCMn in 
f Figure 3-4a. · Both of these accelerograms have the· same distinctively 
observed heel strikes follCMed by the relatively insignificant 
metatarsal strikes. Even similar recorded leg rrotion patterns and 
reactions to the opposing' leg's he.el strikes were also observed in 
these plots. 'Ihe only- tlring that turned out to be different in these 
recorded accelerograms was their magnitudes, especially in that of 
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Figure 3-4: Typical recorded signal of a human gait p:tttern 
observed at an individual's tibial tuberosity 
while walking; a.) barefoot, b.) wearing lav 
heel shces (0.5" heel & no insoles). 
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Figure 3-5: Typical_ recorded signal of a human gait P3ttern 
observed at an individual's tibial tuberosity 
while wearing; a. ) very lON heel shoes ( o. 2 " heel 
& no insoles), b.) wearing high heel shoes (2. 6" 
heel & no insoles). 
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the heel strikes. 'Ihe barefoot case was larger in m
agnitude than the 
cases wearing nonnal flat shoes (0.5" heel) beca11se th
e shoe's 
mat:Prial helped to attenuate the impulsive shocks
. Also, the low 
heel case ( o. 5" heel) was mre effective in reducing shoc
ks than the 
very low heel case ( O.2 11 heel) • The reason for this is th
e thicker 
material buffer that exists between the heel of the 
foot arrl the 
ground while wearing a lCM heel shoe which absorbs m
ore of the gait 
.irrluced shocks. Unfortunately, this trerrl. of mre sho
e material Ulrler 
the heel of the foot to re::luce more shock does not
 continue with 
higher heels. 'Ihe awkward walking style created b
y the wearing of 
higher heels only tends to increase the heel 
strike values 
treme?rlously over that seen for nonnal flat.shoe gait
. 
Moreover, as the heel heights are raise:1 to about 1.5"
 above that 
of a flat shoe, the metatarsal strike magnitudes beco
me quite similar 
to that of the larger heel strike experienced in
 high heel gait. 
rm.is phenomenon of a larger than-nonnal heel strike fol
lowed closely 
by a similar magnitude metatarsal strike. Both 
the heel and 
metatarsal strikes can clearly be seen in Figure 3-5b
 'Which depicts a 
typica 1 accelerogram recorded fronl the subject's tibia during no
mal. 
gait wearing the high heel shoes with the original ha
rd heel plug • 
'lhis subject's walking style shown in Figure 3-5b was classic for
 
high heel gait in the sense that her stride length, 
step speed, and 
foot angle with respect to the ground at heel strike 
was consistent 
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with that obseI.ved in the testing of nost subjects obseI.ved in high 
' 
· heel gait analysis. 'Ihe heel an:l metatarsal strikes associated with 
each step of the subject's high heel.gait starts out with large heel 
strike spikes (approx. 3.6g) obseJ:ved at 0.21 sec. (1st step) arrl 
1.25 sec. (2rrl step) resulting in a gait velocity of 1.04 step/sec. 
Following the heel strike by approximately 50 ms is the secorrl spike 
(approx. 2.45g) generated by the impact of the metatarsal :r;:ortion of 
the foot during gait. 'Ihe tirre ellapse:l between heel arrl metatarsal 
strikes for flat shoe gait (0.5" heel height) is aroun:l twice that of 
high heel gait irrlicating the nu.ich higher velocity of the metatarsal 
approaching the grourrl for each step.after the heel strike during 
high heel gait. 
It's this greater metatarsal impact velocity which causes the 
metatarsal strike magnitudes to increase so dramaticaJ ly, thus 
' 
leading to the metatarsal strike phenomenon being observed during 
high heel gait. 'Ihe cause for this higher impact velocity arrl 
associated strike values is related to the subject's walking style 
arrl the heel height of the shoe. As the heel of the foot becomes 
. 
significantly raised above that of the metatarsal, a woman's walking 
style is altered severely causing her to larrl rrore directly on the 
heel. 'Ihis greater foot angle at heel contact places the metatarsal 
higher above the grourrl than observed with flat shoe gait arrl 
thereafter is lowered toward the grourrl rrore quickly in an attempt to 
maintain balance. Individuals who tend to larrl more with their heel 
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have a large heel strike follc:Med by a relatively smaller metatarsal 
strike (heavy waJ.kin;J style) while women whose steps lam rrore level 
will have fairly similar magnitildes for ooth sequential strikes (soft 
walking s:t,yle). Clearly, the gait pattern shown in Figure 3-5b would 
obviously classify the test subject used in this study as a heavy 
walker·. In any case, it may be IOC>re damaging to walk in high heel 
shoes than in flat shoes due to the greater magnitude inpact and. 
double strike occuring with each step as opposed to the single heel 
strike am very small metatarsal strike with 'each step in a .flat 
shoe. 
3.3.2 Signal Analysis in the Frequency Danain 
After carrpleting the time domain analysis of the recorded gait 
,· 
data for the shoes of various heel heights, the data was then 
transfonned into the frequency domain (utilizing F'F'I') for the 
purposes of spectral analysis. Figures 3-6a & 3-6b show the 
calculated distributions of the cumulative amounts of energy 
transmitted through the tibia during 1.024 sec. of nonnal human gait 
(including heel strike) while wearing various designs of footwear. 
Each power density spectrum CLU:Ve shown in these figures was the · 
resulting average of the 24 power density spectrum.s calculated for 
each type of footwear tested. Also, since the original data was 
collected at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, each E'F'I' was c.alculated fr'Oln 
the 1024 data point increments to allow for a resolution of 1 
Hzjhannonic on the resulting power density spectrum.s. 
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Figure 3-6: Typical JXMer density sp;ctra of transmitted 
dynamic energy observed at the subject's tibj_al 
0 • 
tuberosi ty during normal. gait while wearing: 
a.) different ty[Es of f(X)twear, b.) wearing shoes 
of various heel heights (without insoles). 
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When canparing the power density spectn.nn curves of the I various 
types· of footweear tested in this study (see Figures 3-6a & 3-6b), 
they all start out with similar magnitudes for the frequencies urrler 
3 Hz. 'lhis should not be surprising since nost of the transmitted 
energy associate::1 with obse!.ved leg motions during nonnal gait is in 
that freqt1ency range. HCMeVer, the gait pattern differences that are 
caused by the walking in shoes of increasing heel heights can cleearly 
be · seen in Figure 3-6b. The power density spectnnn a.n:ve for the 
high heel shoe case ( 2. 611 heel) was generally much greater in 
.magnitude than that of the l0v1er heel shoes arrl even that of the 
barefoot walking, especially in the frequency ~e of 14 to 24 Hz. 
This range coincides with that of the higher frequency components 
. carrprising the heel arrl metatarsal strilces observed in high heel 
gait. The metatarsal strikes terrl to be in the lower part of the 
range while the heel strikes terrl to be in the upper part. In 
contrast, the frequency !"?ll19'e traditionally observed for these higher 
I ' I frequency heel strike components 1.s usually between 12-20 Hz. for 
barefoot walking 'While·· being between 7-16 Hz. for nonnal flat shoe 
gait. 'Ihis result irrlicates that high hoo1:i gait causes a J;X)Sitive 
shift of the potentially damaging heel strike components to a higher 
frequency range. Moreover, this increases the risk of injw:y as a 
result of high heel gait even further since these lfilger magnitude 
C'f,, 
arrl higher frequency heel strikes generated during high heel walking 
.... 
tend to accelerate the wear arrl tear process of bcdy's joints arrl 
:tones even more than what is seen in nonnal flat shoe gait . 
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Even though the pcMer density spectrum.for the high peel case was 
generally greater in magnitude t.hat the barefoot a.rrve ( see Figures 
3-6a & 3-6b), it was encouragin:J to see that the CUI.Ves for the flat 
shoes (0.5" heel) an:l sneakers tes~ were generally nn.ich smaller in 
magnitude compared to the barfoot curve. Hc:Mever, the middJe h~l 
shoes (1.5" heel) along with the very laii heel shoes (0.2" heel) 
shCMed similar curves to that observed. for barefoot gait. Also, it 
should l::e observed that all the curves depicted in Figures 3-6a & 
3-6b-terrled dCMTIWard to insignifiecµ1t magnitudes~ about 35 Hz. 
This restablishes· the accuracy\ of the gait data recorded in this 
study since the data was significantly separated front that of the 
natural frequency of the recording inst.nnnentational setup 
( approxi:mately 80 Hz. ) which could distort results due to resonance. 
Another advantage of using spectral analysis is being able to 
evaluate the perfonnances of different types of footwear more 
extensively through the 
functions. rrhe ,,..,....,..ions for the shoes of various heel 
heights tested in this study, shown in Figure 3-7, were ca] culated. 
using the F'F 1l 1 of the barefoot case as a basis. rrhese transfer 
functions essentially show the same results as previously discussed 
when corrparing the individual power density spectrum CW:Ves depicted 
in Figure 3-6b. However, the calculated transfer functions shaii the 
performance differences :between the various types of footwear nn.1ch 
more distinctively. In fact, the a.n:ves in Figure 3-7 clearly show 
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Figure 3-7: The derived transfer functions for shoes of 
various heel heights during normal hwnan gait. 
Transfer functions sham alx>ve were calculated 
from the gait data recorded at the subject's tibia 
using the 1''.F'l' of the barefCX>t case as the basi$. 
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that the high heel gait implusive energy magnitildes are twice that of 
middle heel gait arrl four times that seen in low heel gait for the 
same frequency range between 14 am 24 Hz. ~ again, it becomes 
quite clear haw much 1rore potentially damag~ high heel gait is to 
/ 
the human locorrotor system as corrpared to nonnal flat shoe gait which 
is already the suspected cause of nany degenerative joint disorders. 
3.3.3 Shock Attenuational Perfonnance of Various Insoles 
To nroerate the increased risk of degenerative joint disorders, 
lcw back pain, and os:ce::2r ~is, specially designed viscoelastic 
insoles were utilized in the various heel height shoes to reduce the 
impact shock. 'Ihese insoles were based. on the WV-PDI-N design. In 
order to fit them into the relatively nan-CM ladies high heel shoe, 
same of the insoles were trirmned. Five different types of 
viscoelastic insoles were investigated. One insole was made of foam 
only and was labeled #1 in Figures 3-8 & 3-9. 'Ihe other four insoles 
tested (2-1 to 2-4) had a viscoelastic plug at the heel of the 
urethane foam construction. 'Ihis plug was built into the heel part 
such that it was e.rnbedded into the foam constru.ction. such a 
construction does not provide sufficient space for its deformation 
dur~ loading, thus leading to essentially zero contribution to the 
shock attenuational capacity of the insole. 'Ihi.s experiment provided. 
us with more insight into the :behavior of the viscoelastic ~nents 
in a restricted • Hcwever, the nain thrust in this study 
was to explore the possibilities of reduc~ dynamic loading on the 
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human loconotion system durinJ high heel gait arrl the .obtaine:l 
• 
resu+ts explained below were very encouraginJ. 
The corrparative results of this study, which can be seen in Table 
3-1, inclicate that for a partic11Jar pair of insoles, the 
attenuational shock capacity was 1.5 to 2 times rrore effective in 
' 
' 
·,~1 
high heel shoes than in falt shoes. 'Ihe attenuations attained were 
generally between 12 arrl 18% in the flat shoes increasinJ to between 
' . 
·20 and 28% in the higher heels. Also shown in Table 3-1 is a 
comparison of two subjects with drasticaJly different walking styl-es. 
SUbj ect #1' s walking style was defined as ''soft wa.lkinq'' due .·. to the 
slcwer step speed and snru.l foot angle (virtually parallel to the 
floor) at heel strike as compared with the "heavy walking style" by 
subject #2 which was faster and with a nn.ich greater foot angle at 
heel strike leading to larger heel strike shocks. · 'Ihe average 
walking ·speed ·for subject #1 was 0.80 step/sec as compared to the 
faster step velocity of 1.15 step/sec for subject #2. 'Ihe results 
for both of these subjects testinJ the same set of viscoelastic 
insoles shaved that woman who walk with a "heavy wa.lkinq style" will 
l:enefit more front the use of the insoles than woman who walk nore 
softly. It should be noted that the "heavy wa.lkinq" subject was some 
25 lbs. lighter than the "soft walking" subject inclicatinJ that 
walking style. tends to have more of an effect on the resultinJ heel 
strike magnitudes than does physica] size. In either case, the use 
. 
of the viscoelastic insoles significantly attenuated the irrpulsive 
'·~. 
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Table 3-1: Attenuational Shock capacity of Viscoelastic 
Insoles used in IDW Heel and ~gh· Heel Shoes 
Insole 'fype 
w/o 
#1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-4 
2-5 
w/o 
#1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-4 
2-5 
·Insole 'fype 
w/o 
#1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-4 
2-5 
w/o 
#1 
2-1 
2-2 
2-4 
2-5 
SUbject #1 (Soft Walking) 
LON Heel (0. 5" Heel Height) 
Heel Strike (Mean + S. D. ) 
1.87 + 0.20 g ~ 
1.53 + 0.16 g 
1.69 + 0.15 g 
1.66 + 0.17 g 
1.64 + 0.16 g 
' 1.60 + 0.1:1 g 
High Heel (2. 63" Heel Height) 
3.45 + 0.32 g 
2.49 + 0.26 g 
2.74 + 0.29 g 
2.75 + 0.30 g 
2.61 + 0.28 g 
2.79 + 0.30 g 
SUbject #2 (Heavy Walking) 
Lew Heel (0. 625" Heel Height) 
Heel Strike (Mean + s. D. } 
2.86 + 0.28 g 
2.30 + 0.25 g 
2.32 + 0.30 g 
2.50 + 0.29 g 
2.47 + 0.27 g 
2.35 + 0.31 g 
High Heel (2. 9" Heel Height) ! 
4.51 + 0.26 g 
3.21 + 0.31 g 
3.31 + 0.30 g 
3.55 + 0.35 g 
3.50 + 0.33 g 
3.31 + 0.33 g 
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% Attenuation 
18.06 
9.59 
11.37 
12.28 
14.09 
---
27.85 
20.59 
20.16 
24.23 
19~03 
% Attenuation 
19.96 
18.76 
· 12.59 
13.69 
17.88 
-----
28.91 
26.74 
21.44 
22.39 
26.58 
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shocks generated in nonnal gait especially so in high heel·shoes. 
'Ihe perfo:mance of these different insole designs were also 
looked at frorn a frequency domain perspective by applying spectral 
.analysis on the recorded gait data for l::oth low arrl high he.el shoes. 
,'. 'Ihe resulting reductions of transmitted dynamic energy for the 
various insoles tested depicted in Figures 3-Ba & 3-Bb were generally 
greater for high heel gait (2. 6" heel) as compared to · that of low 
heel gait (O·. 5 11 heel) . In either case, the viscoelastic insoles did 
significantly reduce the cumulative amounts of gait irrluced energy 
transmitted through the human bcxfy. 
In Figure 3-8a, the greatest shock reduction of the insoles 
tested during lc:M' heel gait occurred. in the frequencies 1:etween 4 and 
14 Hz. This result was encouraging since it inilcated a significant 
attenuation of the detrimental frequency carrponents that comprise the 
damaging heel strike during low heel gait. Moreover, the region that 
was most effectively attenuated by the various insoles during high 
heel gait (see Figure 3-Bb) shifted to a higher frequency range 
between 14 and 24 Hz. Here again, the insoles worked most 
... 
effectively in the frequency range containing the damaging components 
of the heel arrl metatarsal strikes generated during high heel gait. · 
More specifically, insole #1 (constructed COill)letely of urethane 
foam) had the greatest vibrational attenuation across the spectnnn of 
any insole tested in either lCM or high heel gait. 'Ihe remaining 
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dynamic energy observed at the subject's tibial 
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heel gait while wearing various viscoelastic 
insoles. 
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Figure 3-9: The derived transfer functions for the various 
viscoelastic insoles_ tested during; a.) lav heel 
gait, b.) high heel gait. Transfer functions 
sham a.1:;ove were calculated from the gait data 
recorded at the subject's tibia using the E'.F'l' of 
the no-insole case as the basis. 
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pc,wer density spectrum. ClUVes of the insoles.tested were generally 
,. 
scattered between the curve shown for insole #1 (best attenuation) . 
arrl the curve shown for the without insole c.ase (no attenuation). 
'Ihe transfer functions were also . c.aJ culated for the various 
viscoelastic insoles tested in this study usi.nJ the E'E'I' of the 
without insole . case as the basis. The resul ti.nJ transfer functions 
for the various insoles tested during both the lCM an:i high heel gait 
portions of this study are shown in Figures 3-9a & 3-9b respectively. 
Insole #1 again shOvled the greatest reduction of gait irrluced. 
irrpulsive vibrations across all obsel:ved frequencies. However, there 
was not much of a difference in shock absorbtion between any of ·the 
;/J 
insoles tested (including #1) for the frequency ranges of 12 to 15 Hz 
for high heel gait (see Figure 3-9b) arrl 17 to 27 Hz for low heel 
gait (see Figure 3-9a). The resulting transfer functions also showed. 
· that the· frequency components comprising the heel arrl metatarsal 
strikes were generally lower for visccelastic insoles with better 
shock attenuational capabilities. These resulting tren::1s caused by 
the use of insoles. during either law or high heel gait are 
encouraging since the reduction of overall shock magnitudes along 
with the shift of the damaging heel strike components to lower 
frequencies will tend to significantly slaw down the fatigue process 
of joints arrl bones comprising the human lOCOirotor system. 
3.3.4 Shock Attenuational Perfo:nnance of Various 
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Viscoelastic Heel Plugs 
'Ihe alternate atteiupt of this study to mcx:3erate the increased 
.. 
risk of. degenerative joint disorders, low back pain, and 
n.,......'\C'is, was by COitparin;J specially designed viscoelastic heel 
plugs in the Rockport test shoes. to evaluate their reduction of 
impact shock. All the heel plug designs were corcq;,letely of 
viscoelastic material arrl rrolded to the same basic shape consisting 
of a somewhat thick stem protruding out of a broad flat base. rrhe 
slight differences between the various heel plugs generally occurred 
in the designs of each irrlividual plug's base and stem. The reason 
for the distinction "heel plug" • lS the essentially becuase 
viscoelastic stem of the heel plug would replace a purposely dug out 
portion of the top ·core of the heel in a high heel shoe. 'Ihe base of 
the viscoelastic heel plug would then fill the heel :p:>rtion of the 
, 
shoe giving a soft shock protecting contact point for the heel of the 
foot to walk on during nornal gait. 
Specifically, the heel plug design designated 101 had a large 
thin (1/16" thick) rectangular base while its stem contained large 
vertic.aJ grooves at the surface. Similarly, the heel plug labeled 
106 had the same base and stem design as 101 except for the base 
being twice as thick. Two other heel plugs (6500 & 103) had similar 
stern designs as the previous plugs, but their bases were smaller oval 
shapes with heeJ plug 6500 being twice as thick as plug 103 which had 
a base thickness of 1/16 in. Probably the most unique design of the 
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set c:x:curr$i with plug 102 which had l~e horizontal instead of 
vertical grooves on the surface of the stem. llle last type of heel 
plug tested was similar to that of plug 103 but its vertic.aJ grooves 
/" ____ J 
were thinner an:i spaced Verf close to each other. 
However, when loo~ at Figure 3-lOb which depicts a typical ,_ 
' ;recorded accelerogram of our subject's gait while wearinq a set of 
visC!oelastic heel plugs, it's easy to see that the heel plugs (Plug 
6500) were effective in reducinq the heel strike while no reduction 
of metatarsal strike occurred. 'Ihis clearly can be seen by compariIXJ 
the heel arrl metatarsal strike values shCM.n in Figure 3-lOb to those 
depicte:i in Figure 3-lOa. rrhe heel strike value was reducerl by 
arourrl 20% due to the presence of the viscoelastic heel,plug while no 
re:luction occurre::1 in · the metatarsal strike value. 'Ihis result 
should not 1:e surprisinq since material fmn the heel plugs do not 
.• 
provide any protection urrler the metaU1rsal of the foot. 
Furthennore, sinc.e the metatarsal strike in high_heel gait is of a 
relatively high magnitude (similar to the heel.strike magnitude), its 
reduction should also be incoq:orate:i into the design of shock 
absorbing devices to be worn in high heel shoes. 
' (l 
The comparative results of this stuci'.1, which can be see in Table 
3-2, indicate the overall shock attenuational capacity of the 
viscoelastic hee] plugs were generally between 18 and 25 percent 
attenuation. - 'Ihis small range in the percent _attenuations fmn plug 
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Figure 3~10: Typical recorded signal of a high heel gait 
-pattern observed at ah individual's tibial 
tuberosity while wearing; a.) with orginal hard 
heel plug (no insole), b.) viscoelastic heel 
plug 6500. 
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,. to plug inilcate that only slight differences between the · various 
heel plug designs which was expected since all the plugs were fran 
the same basic mld design. Of the plugs tested, the best 
attenuational results of arrJ group of designs generally c.ame fran · 
heel plugs with thick bases (plugs 6500 & 106) but with ·sufficient 
room in the shoe for the viscoelastic material to flow. rrhe highest 
percent 0£·--;~ttenuation attained in this study was that of 
24. 7% usin; plug 6500 which had a thick oval base arrl large 
Table 3-2: 
Heel Plug 
Y7a~ 
102 
103 
.104 
106 
6500 
Attenuational Shock Capacity of Viscoelastic Heel Plugs During Typical High Heel Gait 
Type 
subject.#1 (Heavy Walking) 
Heel Strike (Mean+ S.D.) 3.61 + 0.11 g 
2.93 + 0.17 g 
2.75 + 0.13 g 
2.96 + 0.11 g 
2.95 + 0.12 g 
2.80 + 0.12 g 
·2. 71 + 0. 1 7 g 
% Attenuation 
-----
18.74 
23.67 
17.78 
18.20 
22.37 
. 2 4. 7.4 
grooves on its stem surface. Ev'en though plug 102 's oval base was 
very thin (not corrlusive to shock absorption), its unique stem design 
of l~e horizontal surface grooves helperl this plug to the secon:i 
highest percent attenuation of the plugs tested (23 .8%). These 
results suggest that a combination of the horizontal grooved stem of 
plug 102 with the large thick oval base of plug 6500 could lead to a 
better shock absorbing heel plug design to be used in high heel 
shoes. 
3.4 SUiTmary and Conclusions 
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rrhe methodology presented here can l:e use:J. for • • non-invasive, 
in-vivo evaluation of the shock absorbing capacity of a variety of 
• high heel shoe designs_ arrl viscoelastic_ -heel plugs dur~ actual 
walking. 'lbe main advantage of the presented technique is its actual 
foot-heel plug interaction for evaluation of the shock attenuat:i.rq 
capacity for the particular device. The same approach can be used 
during the development of new insoles ar.d shock absorbing devices for 
specific applications in various modes of human lc:x:::onotion. 'llle 
freqency domain analysis of this type of biamechanic,J vibration data 
will in time be a more complete way of corrparing the perfonnance of 
any type of shock absorbinq devices userl by the human bo::ly. The 
development of spectral analysis as a methcd of detennining the 
' 
dynamic attenuational capacity of insoles_would open the way to a 
number of future projects. One of the major uses of spectral 
analysis is in the ·aetennination of transfer functions and such 
measunnents may well be useful in examining the dynamic oohavior of 
. ~ 
the foot-insole insole an;:1 foot-shoe interface. 'Il}e methcd may also 
be userl for studying impact loading of t..he spine during walking. 
It's a step in the right direction to replace a portion of the 
hard heel material in high heel shoes with that of shock absorbing 
viscoelastic material so that the damaging heel strikes experienced 
in high heel . gait could be attenuated. OUr results confinn this 
signi'ficant attenuation of the heel strike magnitudes. However, 
these heel plugs do not to reduce the metatarsal stikes which are 
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also damaging prop:>rtion dur.µig high heel gait. '!he optimum way 
' 
proposed. ?\of reducing comp:,nents of ooth the heel an:l metatarsal 
strikes experienced during high heel gait is to use viscoelastic & 
foam composite designed insoles in conjunction with the viscoelastic 
heel plugs _when wearing high heels. Future studies will have to 
reveal how effective the perfonnance of this combination of shock 
absorbing devices will be during high heel gait. 
,. 
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Chapter ·4 
BianechanicaJ Evaluation of Running on 
Different Types of TracJc surfaces 
' ' 
. " (Natural Vs. Artificial) 
4.1 INrRODUCl'ION 
Distance running for fitness has increased enonrously • m 
PJPU].arity am competitive participation by·all different types of 
people over the past five to ten years. At the same time more 
organizations are hold.in;J carrpetiti ve races on all kinds of track 
surfaces. With this increased emphasis on caapetition, · nmners have 
---
had to intensify ~their training by running even greater distance$. 
,,, 
Serious runners ~o are preparing for a marathon carnrronly run 70 
miles a week or . more. AccarparrJing this in~ training is a 
greater risk of overuse • • • mJur1es. . Most of these degenerative 
disorders more cammonly affect the lower extremity, particularly the 
knee [9,18]. 
'lhis fitness movenalt has also produced. a re.11 type of athlete who· 
is less conditioned., less knowledgeable about training techniques_and 
more prone to injury than his in organized athletics. 
' The large mnnber of people participating,in recreational athletics 
in:licates the need for studies on the acute arrl chronic long tern 
mechanisms of injury suffered by this group [12]. '!his year 
. approximately 40 million Americans will paricipate in same fonn of 
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running. 50-70% of these in:luviduals will suffer some type of running 
related . injury [ 16 J • Runnin; 20 miles a week over the next 30 years 
will sen:i approximately 50 million shock waves through the l:x:rly of 
each runner [ 12 J • 'Ihese statistics dem:mstrate the tremerrlous 
.. 
potential for degenerative chan;es which may not manifest themselves 
for a number of years. 
The results of the medical study done at a sport medicine clinic 
shaved that running by itself does not cause injuries [34 J • Some 
.• . 
people can run an entire lifetime without any form of injury. · Every 
' ' 
one of the injuries looked at in this study had its roots either in a 
structural weakness the nmner was born with, a postural ·weakness 
they developed. through training, or other stresses caused by shces, 
surface3, or terrain with :poor shock attenuational capacities· [34]. 
'Ihis study also shCME!d. that if these corrlitions mentioned were 
irrproved or corrected, the runners tested would be assured. of the 
pain-free running [34]. 
p 
The biomechanics of running can be broken d™11 into the supp::>rt 
an:i the recovery phase. The support phase is further broken dam 
into heel strike, midst:ance, and takeoff [31]. Accorciin;;f to Slocqrn 
an:l James [35] most of the structural patholcx;JY front overuse injuries 
to the knee occurs during this support. phase. After the heel strike, 
the foot experiences-vertical loads of nearly three times the l:x:rly 
weight. '!he tibia is not on the frontal plane but is externally 
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rotated, arrl the ankle is dorsiflexed arrl supinated [ 19 J • Frorn heel 
strike to midstance the foot pronates to acconnnm::x:late for the 
transverse rotation at the pelvis arrl the adaptation to the running 
surface. By the time the foot reaches mi~ the foor should be 
in a neutral position [ 32] • Front the midstance to takeoff the tibia 
rotates externally f:run its internally rotated position during 
midstance, arrl the foot supinates to lock the midfoot so that it acts 
-
as a ·lever ann for the takeoff [32]. AITj structural malalignment 
such as tibia vara, tight Achilles terrlon, internal or external 
tibial or femoral torsion, subtalar vannn, or forefoot vannn can 
cause this . orchestrated notion to break doon [32]. · Meanwhile, the 
recovery phase affects defonnities that are on the transverse plane. 
People Ylhose tibias are internally or externally rotated must 
compensate for these torsional problems when t.he foot is airborne. 
Recently there has been increasing interest in the effects of 
shock on the rusculoskelet31 system. Radin [27] demonstrated changes 
in the bone am the hexosamine content of cartilage irrlicative of 
~, 
dJ' 
itis [1,5] in the weight bearing joints of sheep who were 
walked for long periods of time over a concrete floor. Another group 
of sheep was walked over a floor covered with wocrl chips for the same 
length of ti.roe arrl showed no osteoarthritic changes. 'l"hese results 
seem to support the suggestion of Radin [28] that itis 
results mainly front p:x>rly harrlled mechanical loading, rather than 
front a disease precess. Studies by Voloshin"arrl Wosk [39] have shown 
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absorbing capacity in tpe nrusculoskeletaJ system in conjunction with 
impulse loading. 
'lhe running shoe is an important carponent in treating and 
' preventing injuries (2, 7]. 'Ihe shoe nrust provicie· shock absorption as . 
well as stability. am motion control for the nmner (3,15,22]. Bates 
[ 3 J has reported data which suggests an inverse relationship between 
these two important characteristics. CUrrent running shoes are 
designed to provide stability and motion control through the use of 
various techniques including· last design, heel counters, lacing 
systems, fiberglass midsloe plates, an::1 the use of material 
combinations of varying, density in the midsole of the shoe [ 12] • 
Although some information exists on the initial shock absorbing 
properties of current shoe design (22], littleinfonnation exists on 
lorg-tenn shock absorption properties. 
Obviously, the significant·reduction or even elimination of the 
injurious effects of these running irrlucoo in,plusive shocks are 
·contigent upon development of accurate methcrls to quantify these 
waves am the effect of various shock absorbing devices (i.e. insoles 
& track surfaces) on the human bcdy. Moreover, the results f:ruu ~ 
several studies [ 12, 2 o, 38, 39 J showe:1 that the use of viscoelastic 
insoles ·during nonnal running will decrease the amplitude of the 
shock waves prop::,gating through the bcdy, thus protecting the joints 
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flurn overloadirq of their capacity to sustain the. intennittent 
loadirq. · !he methodology presented in this study may serve as a 
simple diagnostic tool for early revealing of the deficiency of the 
subject's loconotion system.· rrhis may allow same preventative action 
to be taken to delay or cancel the process of joint degeneration 
[27,29,30,33,37,40]. Furthennore, the • mam of this 
• 
particular study was to reiterate the e:ase an:i the accuracy of the 
non-invasive (skin mounterl accelerometers), in-vivo evaluation of the 
shcck. absorbing capacity of different track surfaces arrl viscoelastic 
insoles during the actual running. 
4. 2 Methodology. 
An accelerametric technique [ 2.0, 38 J was eruployed to obt.ain 
quantitative values necessacy to evaluate the shock absorbing 
capacity of the human musculoskeletaJ system while running on 
different track surfaces.· 'Ihis investigation utilized a novel 
.,I 
approach, by which small low-mass :R::B piezoelectric accelerometers . 
Type 303A were placed on the outside skin surface of both the 
subject's tibial tuberosities; they were then externally fixed to the 
htnnan subject with adhesive tape and a tightly wrapped elastic 
nan:lage to record an actual bone aa::eleration experienced by the 
subject's tibias durirq gait. Moreover, the wrapping of the barrlage 
over the accelerometer alm:>st to the point of the subject's pain 
~ 
threshold results in the natural frequency of the recording 
instrurnentational setup to be above that observed in walking data 
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thus avoiding inaccuracies due to resonance. '!be technique of 
wrapping the barrla.ge onto the subject, al though arduous, was done in 
such a way as to p:rovide an equal .contact pressure aroun:i the leg 
. . 
while allowing for the continued existence of the natural leg motions 
to be experienced during running. 'Ihe resulting pressure often left 
a noticeable irrlentation on the skin of the subject, insurirg that 
the accelerometer measured vibrations of the bone arrl not the skin 
it. 
The accelerometer's output was fed into a TFAC HR-30 portable 
analog data recorder. 'Ihe i;x:,wer packs alo~ with the data recorder 
.were placed in a custom designed foam casing to· protect against 
shocks and. to be worn by the subject in a non-restrictive backpack 
while running. In enrly tests, it was fourrl that the battery packs 
ar.d the recorder were hitting each other causing recording of the 
sµ.rrious data .. 'Ille wrapping of adhesive tape arourrl the two piece 
foam ca.sing solved the banging problem. The assembly was then put 
back in the backpack and. securely placErl on the runner to allcw 
running without an excess of weight or wires. 'Ihe HR-3 o portable 
unit was equipped with 7 recording tracks for 6 channels of 
simultaneous data input and one channel· for voice input. 'Ihe data 
was store::l on a standard ma.gnetic cassette tape.. Also, the p::,rtable 
TEAC · HR-30 data recorder had to be periooical ly cleaned after every 
30 minutes of use to help reduce the noise, which was generally fourrl 
to 1:::e aroun:i 0.1% of the recorded signal. 
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Since the portable TFAC HR-30 unit could only record data, the 
analog tape was later reroc,ved and played back on a TEAC MR-30 
. 
rnlti-channel analog cassete data recorder and play back unit 
(Figure 4-1) while simltaneously monitorin;J the inp.rt with a 
dual-beam oscilloscope. '!his stationary · laboratory unit· was 
ca 1 ibrated by a known signal frOitL a signal . generator ard then 
. camparin;J it to the output fran the cassette on a Nicolet digital , 
memory oscilloscope. 'Ihe MR-30 had built in calibration knobs for 
settin;J both the input and output gain levels. Each analog cassete 
tap: has the capabilities of storin;J 45 minutes of seven c.hanriels of 
nmning data at a frequency up to 1250 Hz. 'lhese tapes 1 were then 
playai back at which time the recorded analcg :runnbzj data was fai 
into a personal ~ter (Zenith 158, 10 Mb hard dr.ive) mcxlified into 
a high-speed multi-channel data acquistion arrl storage system. A 
Metrabyte Dash-16 (12 bit resolution) A/D converter was utilized to 
digitize the anal~ data which then would be recorded. onto floppy 
disks containing data files of 9000 points per trial. The sampling 
rate was to be 1000 samples/sec, thus all™IDJ for the accurate 
acquisition of the signals in the range of o to 500 Hz. 
At , this point, an extensive in-house-developed biamechanicaJ 
signal processin;J software package (Biamech-Pack) proceeds to analyze 
each file of data in its entirity or increnents containing just the 
heel strike. Biomech-Pack has the capabilities of doing a variety of 
/~ 
time donain statistical and plottin;J routines as well as spectral 
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Figure 4-1: The experimental seb.1p used to record and study the 
implusive running induced shocks e:q:erienced by an 
individuals musculoskeletal system during normal 
running. The attenuational capa.ci ties of shock 
absorbing devices (i.e. track surfaces & visco-
elastic insoles) were also tested and evaluated 
using this setup. 
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analysis utilizing the Fast Fourier Transfonn (E'E'I') • Moreover, the 
Fast .Fourier. Transfonns were calculated fru1n choosen 1024 !X)int 
segments of data to allow for·~ resolution of 1 Hzjhanoc>nic on the 
resulting power density spectnnns. 
'Ihe subject was a male student 180 cm tall, weighin:J 79.4 kg and 
22 years of age.. 'Ihe subject was averaging 25-30 km (15-20 miles) a 
week during the testing pericxi. Only one subject was utilized in 
this study because the inportance here was not on the o::nr1p3rison of 
the raw acceleration magnitudes generated by different nmners but 
rather on the perf onnance comparison of nmning · on the different 
track surfaces. The data collection involved running on the 
different surfaces wi1:h an:l without insoles for up to 30 minutes for 
each run type being studied. '!he set of five viscoelastic insoles 
were tested on each track surface separatsly. 
'Ihe surfaces choosen were ones that are COlllI'OC)n to most runners 
an:l for the purposes of this s-tupy they had to pe consistent arrl 
level. The first surface, an:::l .also the base surface, was asphalt 
road. This was chosen as the base/control surface because of its 
. 
availability to 1IOSt nmners. .rrhe second surface was grass. 'Ihe 
grass tested was about 2-3 inches thick arrl mist, but not muddy, 
this was ch.osen because of its similarity to ·golf courses "rough" 
grass, which is -a conunon place for nmners to train. The third 
· surface is probably the le.ast · available to the average nmner because 
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of the limited facilities, this was a p::>lyurethane over concrete, 220 
yard imoor track. All testing was corrlucted.at Lehigh University's 
Murray H. Goodman Campus (Saucon Valley) arrl at the Rauch field 
house. 
'Ihe control shoe was an Addidas sneaker with a rem:wable insole. so 
(Note: When data is re.ferred to as, without insole, it is actually 
.J. 
with the Addi das insole in place. ) 'Ihe testing shoe was well worn 
arrl had been :run for over 500 miles previous to testing, this would 
put it ·in an area in which the shock absorption properties of the 
"" , 
shoe were both low am·asymptotic.ally consistent. .... . 'Ihis conculs1on 
' 
was reached after analyzing the test result$ of a running shoe 
fatigue study corrlucted by Cook . [ 12 J • Moreover, the stable energy 
absorbing ability of the running shoe use:i in this study allowed for 
the running surface perfonnances to be evaluated without worrying 
about the effects on the data caused by the fatigue of this shoe 
during use. TI'le subject's average ru.nnirx; velocity during these 
tests was adjusted to approx. 0.75 sec/ru.nnirq cycle. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Temporal Danain 
A typic.aJ accelerogram recorded f:r01n the left tibial tuberosity 
'V. 
of the subject while running on an asphalt surface (without insole) 
is depicted in Figure 4-2a. 'Ihis particular subject's running style 
was classic in the.sense that his stride length, step speed, and foot 
. 
. 
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angle ·with respect to the groun:i at heel strike-were consistent with 
that· traditionally absel:ved in IOC>St runners. Moreover, the subject's 
running.style was classified as·a heel striker, heel to toe contact 
pressure propagation, rather · than a mid-sole striker ·urrler the 
definitions suggestErl by cavanaugh [lP, 11J. 'Ihe heel strike, 
midstance, and take off transients comprising the subject's support. 
phase can clearly be observed in the recorded accelerogram depicte:l 
in Figure 4-2a. 
'Ihe inpact accelerations associated with the heel strikes shewn 
in Figure 4-2a are easily identified as the large sharp spikes 
(approx. +26.0g) observed at 0.40 sec. and at 1.15 sec. resultin;J in. 
a step velocity of o. 7 5 sec/ step. 'Ihis really isn't that nn1ch faster 
. 
· than the step velocity of 1. O sec/step experienced by ,the subject 
during nonnal walking under similar corrlitions (see Figure 4-2b) . 
• 
. 
rrherefore, it's obviously not the step velocity alone that makes 
running twice as fast as walking, but rather the combination of a 
somewhat quicker step velocity ~ined with a nn.ich lo~er stride 
length that tends to propel a rµnner rore quickly than a walker. The 
stride length in running is almost 1.5 to 2.0 times that seen in 
nonnal gait. 
'Ihe substantial magnitude differences between the running 
walking signals depicted in Figures 4-2a & 4-2b~ shCM an apparent 
cause for the draniatic increase of running relatErl overuse injuries 
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Figure 4-2: Typical recorded signal of a human; a.) running 
pilttern, b.) walking pattern on an asphalt surface 
observed at the subject's tibial tuterosi ty (tibia) 
wearing test running shoes (no insoles). 
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observed durin:J the recent fitness bocm. It has al ready been 
established that walking by itself does significantly speed up the 
fatigue p!."0Ce$S of joints arrl. bones, even um.er nonnal physiologiC3J 
con:litions. 'Ille hrel strike shock waves generated by the subject 
during running (approx. 26.0g) were over ten times greater than those 
experienced during his nornal gait .(approx. 2.55g). Also notice, 
that tp.e heel strikes in Figure 4-2a (runn.in;r) are nn.ich sharper arrl 
. 
steeper t.han those depicted in Figure 4-2b (walking) in:licating the 
higher frequency hrel strike ·components generated durinq running. 
'lhis will became clearer when discussing the spectral analysis of the 
recorded running data. Unfortunately, these greater magnitude 
~ 
running heel strikes occurrin:J at higher frequency corrponents only 
tend to accelerate the fatigue process of the joints arrl bones even 
more so than that seen in the nomal gait. 
The next su.ccessive portion of the support phase observed. w'aS 
that of the midstance (metatarsal strike) arrl take off. rrhls part of 
,, 
the support phase is quite visible in the recorde::l running 
accelerograms (i.e. Figure 4-2a} but are not as pronounced in the 
walking accelero:;ram of Figure 4-2b. 'Ihis part of the running 
·support phase shONS up in Figure 4-2a as a relatively snall bulge 
with two peaks following the heel strike by approx. 50 ms. These 
peaks.are usually quite distinctive for recorded running patterns on 
hard surfaces, i.e. asphalt. The first of these peaks [A] (approx. 
8.0g) shown in Figure 4-2a is the midstance part of the support phase 
' I ,, 
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which is essentially the 100tararsal portion of the foot strikirq the 
grourrl after· the heel contact. While the secorrl peak of similar 
magnitude is·recognized as the push off or take off of the foot 
leaving the grourrl while stridirq forward with the opposing leg. 
Moreover, the time of foot contact with the grourtl for each of our 
subject's steps was between 0.15 an:i 0.18 secon::1s for running as 
carrpared with between 0.22 arrl 0.25· secorrls during nonna.l gait. 
Also, the recorded elapserl times.between heel arrl metatarsal strikes 
observed in ~s study supports\the results seen by Cavanaugh [10;11] 
enc01cpassing running an:i gait analysis uti~izin:J pressure plates. 
'Ihe one final phenomenon displayed in the recorded typical gait 
pattern of Figure 4-2b which surprisin:Jly did not appear· as 
distinctively in any of the recorded running signals was that of the 
reaction resulting · fro1t1 the opposin:J le:J's heel strike (approx. 0.5 
sec. after the heel strike) • 'Ihe roagniblde of this reaction is 
dep:mdent on the rnsculoskeleta J development of the irrli vidual along 
with his gait velocity arrl pattern. Moreover, the magnitude of this 
gait obsel:ved reaction is usually 50 to 60 percent of the opposing 
leg's heel strike that generates it [BJ · (sec Figure 4-2b). 
' ' ' 
. Furthenrore, this reaction was generally only arourx:1 10 percent of 
the opposing leg's heel strike that generates it during running [CJ 
(Approx. 2.5g depicted in Figure 4-2a). Further running studies will 
be needed to clarify the reasoning for this observed difference in 
opposin:J leg reaction magnitudes between walking arrl nlnning . 
. ... 
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'Ihis study was focused on a variety of connnon surfaces people 
tem to run on. The results of the extensive tests done in this 
study are shCM'l in Table 4-1 which presents mean values the heel 
strike for each surface. Each surface's percent attenuation shCMn in 
this table was eolculated using the hardest surface (i.e. the 
Table 4-1: Attenuational Shock capacity of Different 
Running surfaces 
SUbj ect # 1 (Typical Running) 
surface Type 
Asphalt 
Heel Strike (Mean + . D. ) 
Grass 
Polyurethane Track 
Hall Floor (Concrete) 
26~52 + 3.79 g 
18.93 + 4.68 g 
21.76 + 3.02 g 
25.69 + 3.23 g 
% Attenuation 
28.62 
17.91 
3.13 
asphalt surface) as the basis. 'llle results of these tests clearly 
shewed that the asphalt and the hall floor which was mainly concrete 
covered by floor tile had similar heel strike values which were 
generally frc:au 2 =?. 0g to 27 • og respectively. 'Iha highest· shock 
attenuational capacity of all the surfaces testerl in this study was 
that of the plush grass surface result~ in heel strike val.ues 
arourrl 19.0· g yeilding a percent attenuation of 28.6%. Ha.vever, it 
has to be noticed that the grass·surface had nruch higher values of 
standard deviations than the other .surfaces tested irrlicating hYgher 
inconsistencies ·with running on the natural grass surface. · 'Ihese 
natural imperfections, · like di vets· of tal 1 grass or unseen grooves 
causoo by soil erosion, could cause a runner to accidently twist a 
I . 
knee or sprain an ankle which nay prove to be more dangerous than·the 
fatigue related injuries he may be trying to avoid by running on this 
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On the other h.an::i, the artificial polyurethane track surface also 
turns out to be another relatively good shock absorbing alternative 
to running on the asphalt pavement. 'Ihe attenuational capacity of 
the polyurethane track surface teste:i in this study resulted in 
average heel strike values of arourrl 22. 0g yielding a percent 
attenuation of 17. 9%. rrhis placed the shock absorbing perfonnance of 
I r,, 
this artificial surface.closer to that of the soft grass rather than 
that of the hannful asphalt. Even though the man-made polyurethane 
track does not absorb shock as well as the grass, its surface 
consistency am texture is almost perfect re:iucing the possibilities 
of twisting a leg or pulling a hal'Qstring due to any loose turf or 
imperfections of the grass surface. Also, the test results for the 
natural grass· surface do vary with the g~y am the season; 
being plush and shock absorbirq in the sprir:g. aIX1 fall, while turning 
" 
hard arrl not as corrpliant during the hot summer · months. 'Ihis 
particular study was conducted in the rronths of late spring to early 
summer. ) 
Another interesting difference was obse!.ved in the recorded 
running patterns for the various track surfac.es ~ing depicted in 
. 
. 
Figures 4-2a, 4-3a & 4-3b. '!his difference mainly existed in- the 
magnitude and shape of the recorded metatarsal strike and push off 
portions of the running support phase. 'Ihe metatarsal strike an::1 
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Figure 4-3: Typical recorded signal of a hwnan nmning P3-ttern· 
on an; a.) grass surface, b.) JX)lyurethane track 
surface observed at the subject's tibial b.11:)erosity 
(tibia) wearing test nmning shoes (no insoles). 
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:push. off show up clearly as two distinct entities when nmning on the 
asphalt. 'Ihis is seen in Figure 4-2a as the two fairly sharp 
irrlividual peaks of the same magnitude on a small positive bulge that 
follows the heel strike by 50 ms. 'Ihe first of these peaks is the 
result of the metatarsal portion· of the foot striking the grourrl 
" 
'While the secorrl peak is the push off of the foot propelling the l:xxiy 
forward to the next successive step. 
_.._, -- _/ 
In contrast, the recorded accelerogram for running on the grass 
surface was dramatically different in the magnitude and.shape of this 
portion of the running support phase. As shavn in Figure 4-3a, the 
small positive bulge following the heel strike by 200· ms for the 
running on grass · case is smoothly rounded instead of consisting of 
two distinct peaks as seen with running on harder surfaces like the 
asphalt. The metatarsal strike and push off in this case were 
rounded into a single smooth curve of smaller magnitudes (approx. 
5. Og) observed: for the other surfaces tested. This effect is due to 
the defo:r:nation of the ground during the support phase to match the 
contour illrler the bottom of the foot. This pJrtion of the "\, 
accelercgram is not only .of lower magnitude, but there is only one 
. 
$IOC)Oth peak effectively spreading out the inpact over a large 
interval decreasing the value of the frequency, ard thus not 
subjecting the runner to high frequency loads. 
The man-made :polyurethane track surface also showErl some 
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interesting results dealing with the metatarsal strike and push off 
portions of the running support phase. (see Figure 4-3b). 'Ihe results 
of this case seem to get the l:::est ·of· both worlds frarn a competitive 
i;:oint of view. 'Ihe double peak obserVed for the asphalt case is also 
present for the polyurethane case, but the magnitudes of· the 
metatarsal strike and push off are. not equal. 'Ihe metatarSc3J strike 
in the polyurethane case (approx. 5.0g) has been reduced by about 30% 
front that observed in the asphalt c.ase which in the loncJ nm will · 
help to reduce the risk of running related injuries. Meanwhile, the 
push off magnitudes for ooth the asphalt arrl polyurethane track cases 
turned out to be the same (approx. 7 .5g). 'Ihis is an encouraging 
result to campeti ti ve atbletes since ·a substantial push off values . 
•. . 
are needed to :tun and shift directions quickly in ,,..the participation 
of competitive sp:,rt.s. Hawever, these higher: push off values, also 
reccgnized as a rebound, do tend to raise the risk of injury to the 
human nrusculoskeletal system. 
4.3.2 signal Analysis in the Frequency Danain 
'Ihe recorded. accelerograms for running on each type of surface 
were then analyze::l through the _application of spectral analysis. 
Spectral analysis .· is useful technique in the detel;'lnination of the 
distribution of the cumulative amounts of dynamic energy transmitted 
through any measurement location on the h1nnan bcrly during running. 
Incremental port.ions of the recorded accelercgrarns were selected on 
,• 
the basis of consistency to be ~ in this type of analysis. · These 
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incremental portions of dynamic tirre · domain data would then be 
transformed into the frequency domain utilizing the Fast Fourier 
· Transfonn. · All the increments of data selected for transfonna.tion 
were started from the same point of the periodic runnin;J pattern. 
Also, the size of the increments were limited to 1.024 sec. (1024 
points) to allc:M for a ~lution of l Hz~~ in the resultirx3' 
' 
. pc,.ver density spectrums ·depicted in Figures 4-4, 4-Sa & · 4-Sb. The 
curves shown in these figUreS are the resultin;J average of 24 
irrlividual :power density spectrurn.s for each particular test type. 
One of the i.mp::,rtant aspects of spectral analysi~ is the 
capabilities of being able to evaluate the dynamic perfornance of 
cti.fferent running shoes, track surfaces arrl even runnin;J styles 
across the different observed frequencies. For example, Figure 4-4 
clearly shCMS the enonnous difference in transmitted . dynamic energy 
that exists between running and walking on a similar asphalt surface. 
rrhe transmitted energies are alm:>st ten times as great.during runnin;J 
on the asphalt as conrpared to walking arrl this is rather consistent 
, across the spectnnn. Also note, that the high frequency components 
that comprise the runnin;J heel strike are between 25-4.0 Hz as 
ccarpared to the range of 5-20 ·Hz observed for the walkin; heel 
-
strike. Furth.e:rnore, the power density spectnnn curves, depicta;i in 
Figures 4-5a & 4-5b, show that the asphalt an:i hall floor . (concrete) 
generally . had the highest :magnitudes of transmi tte:l dynamic energy 
across the spectnnn. '!he diff~ces between the pc:,wer · density 
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spectrum cw::ves for each surface type can be seen more easily in 
Figure 4-5b than in Figure 4-5a, since the displaying of a. smaller 
range of frequency allows for a better resolution. The data in 
Figure 4-5b reiterates the poor shock attenuational capacity of these 
hard running surfaces and shc:MS again the ipcreased potential · for 
detrimenta1 physiologiC31 effects created by running on such 
surfaces. 
'Ihe best at'henuational results again came fratL the grass surface 
which had, consistently accross the spectrum, the least transmitted 
energy magnitudes .of any of the surfaces tested. 'Ihis can be .seen 
clearly - in the curves depicted in Figures 4-5a & 4-5b. HONeVer, the 
man-made p::,lyurethane surface had slighly higher dynamic energy 
ma.gnitudes as was observed for the grass surface. 'Ihe one exception 
' 
to this was in the higher heel strike frequencies arove 30 Hz, where 
the · grass an:i polyurethane surfaces virtually showed the same 
perfornance results. 'Ihese results are encouraging for anyone who 
likes to run on an artificial polyurethane track surface since this 
reduction of_ the higher frequency impacts will tend. to slow down the 
prcgression of the fatigue injury process. 
'Ihese same resulting trends as discussed above are also depicted 
in Figllres 4-6a & 4-6b (including the hall floor) which sh™ the 
calculated transfer functions of the surfaces tested. Each 
in:livid1Ja] surface transfer function was calculated using pcMer 
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spectrum curves f.or each surface type can be seen nore easily in 
Figure ·4-Sb than in Figure 4-Sa, since the displaying of a smaller 
range of frequency allows for a better resolution. 'Ihe data in 
Figure 4-5b reiterates the :p:or shock attenuational capacity of these 
hard running surfaces and shc:MS again the increased. potential for 
detriment31 physiologic.al effects created by running on such 
surfaces. 
The best attenuational results again c.ame f:t.au the grass surfac.e 
which had, consistently accross the spectrum, the le:ast transmitted 
~--
energy magnitudes of any of the surfaces tested. 'Ihis can be seen 
clearly in the ClUVes depicted in Figures 4-Sa & 4-5b. HCMever, the 
man-made polyurethane surface had slighly higher dynamic energy 
magnitudes as was obsel:ved for the grass surface. The one exception 
to this was in the higher heel strike frequencies above 3 O Hz, where 
the. grass - and polyurethane -surfaces virtually· sh0v1ed the same 
perfornance results. -These results are encouraging for anyone who 
likes to run on an artificial polyurethane track surface since this 
reduction of the higher frequency illlpacts will terrl to slow dam the 
prcgression of the fatigue injury process. 
These same resulting trends as discussed above are also depicted 
in Figures 4-6a & 4-6b ( including the hall floor) which shav t.he 
calculate:i transfer functions of the surfac,es tested. Each 
irrlivid11al surface transfer function was calculated using power 
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Figure 4-6: The derived transfer functions for the various; 
a.) running track surfaces, b.) general surfaces 
tested during normal running. Transfer functibns 
\, 
·shewn alx>ve were calculated from the running data 
recorded at the subject's tibia using the .E'E'l' of 
the asphalt case as the basis. 
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density spectrum of the asphalt surface case as the basis. '!his 
. allONS each transfer function to shCM a frequency by frequency 
reduction caused by each individual surface as corupare:i with that of 
the asphalt surface case. Afr:/ transfer function value greater than 
1.0 indicates higher dynamic energy magnitudes than that experienced 
in the asphalt case, while any value less than 1.0 shONS a reduction 
of transroi tted energy. Here again, the transfer functions depicted 
in Figure 4-6a clearly showed that both the grass and }:')Olyurethane 
surfaces significantly reduced the amunts transmitted energy, 
generally across the entire spectrum, as compared. to . the harder 
asphalt surface. · 
4. 3. 3 Shock Attenuational Perfonnance of Various Insoles /[, 
To mcderate the increased risk of deg-enerative joint disorders, 
low back pain, and osteoarthritis, a variety of five different 
designs of v~scoelastic .insoles were utilized in the running shoes to 
reduce the iirpact shock. 'Ihis set of insoles was tested on all three 
types of track surfaces evaluated in this study. The insoles, that 
were manufactured by Polymer Dynamics .. Inc., were basic.a1.ly of two 
types. One -type of insole being a completely viscoelastic material 
design arrl the other being of a .. corrp:,site design embedding 
viscoelastic material into selected locations of the urethane foam 
construction. 'Ihis viscoelastic material kncwn as ''viscolite" was 
specially develope:1 by Polymer Dynamics Inc. to absorb an::1 mcdify the 
shock waves initiated during the heel and. metatarsal strikes. Their 
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Force 10-A & c designs were thick composite insoles contoured to the 
l::::ottam of the foot and contained portions of this viscoelastic 
material embedded into the urethane foam const.ru.ction. '!he Force 
10-A insole had the viscoelastic material embedded into the heel and 
metatarsal portions of the insole, while the Force 10-C insole only 
had the viscoelastic material at the heel. '!he designe:l m::>lded 
grooves present in the viscoelastic portions allowed for the material 
to flow more freely when worn in the shoe, thus givim the insole 
better dampin';J properties. 'Ihe last type of Polymer Dynamics insole 
to be tested in this study was that of the Force 10-B insole which 
was entirely constructed of viscoelastic material. Even though this 
insole was designed completely of the same viscoelastic shock 
absorbing material, the lack of sufficient space in the rrolded. 
grooves of this insole would not allow for this material to flow, 
thus hindering this insole design's damping properties. 
on the other hand, the insoles tested that were nanufactured by 
Sorbothane Inc. were of a less complex design. rrhe Sorbothane Sport 
Sole tested- in this study was basically a thin flat design, except 
for the heel, and the insole was constructed entirely of viscoelastic 
material. The other design that was tested was the So:rbolite insole. 
'Ill.is design was similar to that of the Polymer Djna:mics' Force 10-A 
composite insole with viscoelastic material embedded into the heel 
arrl metatarsal portions of the urethane foam construction. However, 
the lack of any grooved indentations in the viscoelastic portions of 
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this insole restricted the flow of this material when confined in the 
-shoe and resulted in poorer c:ian;)ing properties. 
'!he corrparative results of this study, which can be seen in Table 
4-2, indicate that the overall shock attenuational capacity .of the 
camp:,site insoles tested were nearly twice that of the completely 
viscoelastic constnlcted insoles. 'Ihis result generally consistent 
for all the track surfaces tested in this study (Asphalt, 
Polyurethane, Grass) • In the extreme case, the Force 10-A insole 
(25.78 % Attenuatic,_n) was nore than three times as shock absorbing 
than the Sorbothane Sport Sole (7. 93 % Attenuation) for running on 
the p::>lyurethane track surface. Also, the various insoles tested in 
th.is study were for the most part rrore effective in attenuatirq shoc:k 
while running on the harder asphalt surface as opposed to that of the 
more resilient grass surface. Table 4-2 also shows the inconsistent 
nature of the inperfect grass surface which terrled to result in 
higher standard deviations than was observed for the insole tests on 
the other track ~aces. '!he most dramatic attenuation -observed in 
\ 
this study vJaS that from running on the asphalt without using an 
insole (approx. 26.5g) to that of running on the grass using the 
Force 10-A insole (approx. 15.2g). rrhis resulted in an 
ipercent attenuation of 42. 8%_ arrl clearly shOwS hc::M llU.lch the damaging 
iropulses generated while running could be reduced by choosing the 
correct surface and insole combination. 
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Table 4-2: Attenuational Shock C-apacity of Viscoelastic 
Insoles Worn in the Shoes While Rl.llming on 
Different TracJt surfaces 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-B 
Force 10-C 
Sorbo-Sport 
Sorbolite 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-B 
Force 10-C 
Sorbo-Sport 
Sorbolite 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-B 
Force 10-C 
Sorto-Sport 
Sorbolite 
SUbject # 1 (Typical nmning) 
Asphalt Trac1t 
Heel strike (Mean + s. D. ) 
26.52 + 3.79 g 
19.56 + 3.80 g 
22.32 + 3.43 g 
21.04 + 3.13 g 
23.14 + 3.73 g 
21.23 + 3.06 g 
Polyurethane TracJc 
Heel Strike (Mean + S. D. } 
21.76 + 3.02 g 
16.15 + 2.65 g 
19.11 + 3.13 g· 
17.07 + 2.77 g 
20.03 + 2.88 g 
17.49 + 2.94 g 
Grass Traclc 
Heel Strike (Mean + s. D. ) 
18.94 + 4.68 g 
15.17 + 4.00 g 
16.69 + 4.33 g 
16.17 + 4.42 g 
17.57 + 4.59 g 
16.81 + 4.16 g 
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% Attenuation 
----
26.24 
15.84 
20.65 
12.75 
19.94 
% Attenuation 
----
25.78 
12.16 
21.57 
7.93 
19.62 
% Attenuation 
---
19.91 
11.87 
14.58 
7.21 
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The recorded dynamic O differences . experienced in the latter 
p::>rtion of the running support phase also varied frorn insole to 
insole as it differed earlier· fronl surface to surface. 'Ihis can be 
shavn clearly by coniparing the recorded nmning patterns for two ~ 
.. 
"~ different types of insoles using the same track surface (asphalt) as 
depicted in Figures 4-7a & 4-7b. Obviously, the shock attenuational 
capacity of the Force 10-A · insole is greater than that of the 
Sort:othane Sport Sole since there is a dramatic difference in their 
heel strike values. Hooever, it should be noted that while l:xJth 
insoles have the same magnitudes for the push off p:>rtion of the 
support phase, the metatarsal strike was· reduced. more by the 
Sorbothane Sport Sole. Even though the reduction of the metatarsal 
strike is not ~ important as that of the damaging heeJ strike, the 
including of the metatarsal strike reduction in the overall 
attenuational perfornance rating of running shoes and insoles will 
help to distinguish between any similar designs more easily. 
rrhe perfo:rmance of the different designs of insoles were also 
investigated f?.an a frequency domain perspective by applyirq spectral 
analysis (utilizirq F'E'l') on the recordoo. running ·signals. This methcxi 
of . ~tip3ring insoles by their dynamic performances in the frequency 1 / 
. '·- . 
domain will probably be the best way to evaluate the shock 
attenuational capacities of insoles and running shoes in the future. 
The resulting p:,wer density spectnnns arrl calculated transfer 
functions . will show more extensively hCM each shock absorbing medium 
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Figure 4-7: Typical recorded signal of a human running P3-ttern 
on an asphalt surface observed at the subjeqt: 's 
' . 
, tibial tul:erosi ty (tibia) wearing test running 
shoes using; a.) Force 10-A comJX>site insoles, b.) 
Sorbo-S[X)rt insoles. 
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(insole, rurming shoe, track surface) compares to one another. If a 
partici 1] ar physica J activity is shown to generate damagirq dynamic 
shocks at a certain frequency rarxJe, 11se the insole, runnirq shoe, 
(shock absorb:in;J iredium) etc. that perfonns the best (attenuates the 
m:,st) in that given frequency range for protection f:tan potential 
injury. 
'Ihe resulting p::,wer density spectnnn curves for the insoles 
during running in this study are shown in Figures 4-8a & 4-Sb. These 
curves show the·d.istributiori of the cumulative airOUnts of dynamic 
energy transmitted tlrrough our subject's tibial turerosity during 
1.024 sec. of running on the asphalt surface using the various 
insoles. Also, the cmves shown in these figures are the resulting 
average of 24-in:lividually selected :power density spectnnns for each 
particular case being studied. 'Ihe results frout either Figure 4-8a · 
or 4-8b again shc:M that the Force 10-A composite insole attenuated 
the impulsive running vibrations the nost of any insole.tested in 
this study, an:i this observation generally holds true across most of 
the spectrum. Furthennore, the cmves of the remainin:J insoles 
,' 
tested in tlµs study were generally scattered between the curve shCMn 
' 
for the Force 10-A case and the curve for the c.ase without, using an 
insole. 
·' 
'Ihe 03Jculated transfer functions for the insoles tested in this 
study - also show the same trenis as discusse:i arove, but the 
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Figure 4-8: Typical p::,wer density spectra of running induced 
implusive energies generated on an asfhalt surface 
observed at the subject's tibial blberosities 
while using various viscoelastic insoles. 
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Figure 4-9: The derived transfer functions for the various 
viscoelastic_ insoles tested during normal running. 
Transfer functions sham alxJve were calculated 
from the running data recorded at the subject's 
tibia using the E'.F2' of the no insole case as the 
basis. 
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distinguishing perfonnance differences between insoles are seen here 
nn1ch more easily (see Figures 4-9a & 4-9b) . All the transfer 
nmctions shCMn here were frarn dynamic tests done on the asphalt 
surface am using the c.a J culated F'F·r for the running without an 
insole case as the basis. Moreover, it was encouragirq to see the 
significant attenuations by most of the insoles in the 10 to 25 Hz 
range, thus helping to reduce same of the impact shocks. However, 
the results for the 30 to 50 Hz ran;e, where the damaging high 
frequency components of the. heel strikes exist, was not as 
'\ 
substantial' as seen in the .. lc:Mer frequencies. 
insoles did a terrific jab in reducing the damaging impact shocks 
generated during running, there is still room for improvement. 
Following design developments in the area of running shoes, insoles 
arrljor track surfaces should focus upon eliminating these higher 
frequency COillfX)nents since this could further help to decrease the 
risk of overuse injuries in runners. 
4.4 summary and conclusions 
'\,__ __ 
1Ihe .described technique of acquiring biomechanicaJ data may be 
used. for the evaluation and carrprrison of different types of running 
track surfaces. Moreover, it may become an ilnportant tool for the 
developing and rating of new kinds of shock absorbing viscoelastic 
insole arrl footwear designs. Results front this study show that 
significant beneficial shock absorption can be ach.ieve:i :through the 
use of viscoelastic insoles during running. Also, the implusi ve 
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responses transmitted through the human body 
different track surfaces had distinctively different recorded heel · 
strikes, netatarsaJ strikes, am push offs (both in magnitJJC3e & 
shape) as a result of the o a1pliant differences front surface to 
surface. Nevertheless, similar repetitive body notions am supp:,rt 
fbase characteristics were observed for both wa1.kinJ arrl running with 
the only difference between the two beirg magni'b1de (generally the 
heel strike durll'XJ running is approxilllately 7 to 10 times greater of 
that observed during nonnaJ level gait). 
Even though the :man-trade polyurethane track surface's shock 
absorbll'XJ capacity was not as good as that of the grass surface, its 
injm:y potential was less as a result of bell'XJ a m:>re COI1$istent 
surface (less imperfections) than that of the grass surface. These 
natural ~ections, like divets of tall grass or unseen grooves by 
soil erosion, could ca11se a runner to accidently twist a knee o:t 
sprain an ankle which may prove to be mre dargerous than the fatigue 
related injuries he's ti:yirxJ to avoid in the first place. In either 
case, the greater ~titive inq:,lusive loads experienced durin:J 
running only terrls to accelerate the fatigue process of the joints 
ar:d bones even m:>re so than absetved in nonnal level gait. 'Ihis 
obviously .imicates running to be mre potentially darnagirg to the 
human locarotion system than does waJ.ki.m. Future research will be 
needed to identify the :rrost dargerous frequency ran:Jes durin;J 
running, so that the proper track surface arrl . running shoe 
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· cc:anbination may be de~ 'Ihe potential of this technigue for 
clinical, irrlustrial, arrl ev+ is worthy of further pursuit. 
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J Chapters 
BianechanicaJ Evaluation of Stair Walking ' 
and Jumping C 
\ 
"'-
5. l Introduction 
The spectacular public interest and participation in walking, 
jcgging, arrl physical activities like aerobics has tremen:lously 
changed the exercising and fitness habits of the general populus. 
Man's environment is also dramatically ~ing froin that of the 
plush countryside to that of the concrete arrl·asphalt reality of the 
nroern irrlustrial city. Another detrirnent:31 obstacle encountered by 
man in his mcx:lern lifestyle is the up & down stair clbnbing, 
especially present in skyscrapers arrl office, buildin;fs. These 
sand fitness habits have resulted in 
much higher physical loads on the human musculoskeletal system even 
during nonnal physiological activities [10,14,24,27,28,33]. 'Ihe 
implusive loads to which the foot is subjected during any of the 
activities above may be considerably higher than the individual's 
body weight, depending on gait velocity, degree of jurrping and the 
fcot viscoelastic properties [26,27,29]. Because of these higher 
dynamic forces, the natural shock absorber present in the soft 
tissues of everyone's heel pad has becane insufficient. 'Ihe 
ilnpulsive energy which invades the body during each heel strike can 
no longer be sufficiently attenuated, modified and dissipated by only 
the heel pad~ rrhis tends to an overloading of the natural shock 
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absorbers whole system htnnan nn Js;ct 1loskeleta J 
• 
of the 
[5,14,20,20,23,25,28,30]. 
The natural shock-absorbing structures in the musculoskeletaJ 
system are characterized by a viscoelastic time-deperrlent mechanical 
behavior, which may be ineffective in wi sudden implusive 
loads [6,21,22,23,25]. Degenerative joint diseases may thus be seen 
as a late clinical result of fatigue failure of the natural shock 
absorbers, submitted to the int?...rmittent :unpacts over a pericxi of 
time [6,21,22,27]. Fatigue failure, a well kncMn phenomenon in the 
en;rineering fields, is a consequence of long-lasting, law cyclic 
stresses. Walking, running, am jurrping are the connnon daily 
activities which introduce bnpacts of this nature into the lOCOlrotor 
system. Previous errq;,iricaJ research has clearly shown a correlation 
between the loading of cyclic bnpacts on the absorbing joints arrl the 
degenerative process in their tjssues [5,20,22]. However,- the nature 
of these forces and their magnibldes have not been studied enough to 
be defined. clearly. Even urrler nonnal physiolexJicaJ corx:iitions, the 
intennittent and continuously repetitive onslaught of shock wave.s 
invading the locomotor system during gait terrls to cause a slcwly 
progressive weakening of the natural shock absorbers am may lead to 
headaches, lCMer back pain, degenerative joint disorders, and even 
itis [5,6,7,10,21,22,27,30]. Obviously, the higher 
irrplusive cyclic loads generated during jumping arrl stair climbing 
,. 
will contribute to the progression of this degenerative process. 
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Other related injuries ~ f:mn sports_ utilizing jumping 
motions tend· to occur in the hip arrl-·pelvic regions of the human 
nrusculoskeletaJ system [4]. 'Ihese injuries were focused upon by a 
previous study which was retrospectively assessed at a general sports 
ITFdicine clinic over a two-yenr period [16]. 'Ihe three irost canunon 
oone injuries were sacroiliitis, pe1.J4.c/ arrl feiroral neck stress 
,.___ __ / 
fractures, an:1 osteitis pubis. The three nost carmron soft-tissue 
injuries were gluteus medius strain / ten::linitis, trochanteric 
bursitis and hamstring strain [ 4, 9, 16, 2 6 J • overuse accounted for 
. 
82. 4% ( 16 J of the injuries recorded which were nost comrronly a result 
of the higher than nonnal implusive loads experienced f1·01n. running, 
fitness classes and racket sports. 1lle treabnent of these 
in:ii viduals generally consist.Erl of modifie::1 activity, local muscle 
rehabilitation, heel lifts and/ or viscoelastic insoles, change of 
footwear, an:1 a gradual reintrcxluction of the specific physical 
activity. 
'Ihe ' ma.111 emphasis of the majority of the works in the 
• 
contemporary biamechanics of gait arrljor nmning is on kinematics 
[12] arrl kinetics [17, 19] of locomotion. 'Ihe currently available 
methods for examination of the human loco.rrotion systems and 
modifications caused by the use df shock-absorbing insoles consist of 
4 
(1) general clinical tests (blocd, urine electrolyte, etc.), (2)-
morphologicaJ tests (X-ray, biopsy, etc. ) , ( 3) . geametrica 1 tests 
>' 
(range· of movement, pathologic.al limitation or liberation of 
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movements), arxi (4) kinematic arrl kinetic analysis (force plates, 
photogrannnetry, arrl electrogoniorretry) [ 12, 17, 19] • 'Ihe proposed 
,, 
in-vivo accelerametry methodolcgy for evaluatirg the shock absorbing 
I 
' capacity of the human lOCOirDt1on system as a whole could also l:::e used 
\ 
to investigate the different segments of the human musculoskeletaJ 
system separately (tibia, Jmee, femur, vertebral coltm1I1, etc.). rrhis 
could be extremely helpful in the early reveaJing of. the deficiencies 
in the attenuational capacity of the different segments composing the 
system [ 28, 31, 3 3'] • 'Ihen the appropriate action (i.e. prescribed 
viscoelastic insoles) could be undertaken to delay or possibly 
prevent the process of joint degeneration caused by specific physical 
activities (i.e. stair walking and/or jumpinq). 
Obviously, thetsignificant reduction or even elimir.ation of the 
injurious effects of the shock waves are contingent upon the 
development of accurate methods to quantify these waves arrl the 
effect of various shock absorbing insoles on the human bcx::ly. 'Ihe 
results front preceding studies showed. that the use of viscoelastic 
insoles during nonnal walking will decrease the amplitude of the 
shock wave prqxxJating through the bcx::ly arrl therefore, protect the 
joints f1:01u overloading their capacity to ~tain intennittent ~ 
loading [ 14, 29, 3 OJ • 'Ihe main purpose of this study was to use the 
refined non-invasive in-vivo methodolcgy to evaluate the implusive 
loads arrl biomechanicaJ. motions experienced by the human 
nrusculoskeleta1 system during normal jumping arrl stair climbing. An 
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evaluation of the shock absorbing capacity of different insole types 
'during those physical activities was also done in th.is study. 
5.2 Methodology ' 
A simple ·non-invasive in-vivo technique was used in the 
biornechanic.a1 evaluation of stair climbing an:1 jumping patterns. The 
shock absorbing capacity for various combinations of footwear 
viscoelastic insoles, used to nroify-the heel f:itrike shocks, were 
also evaluated using this developed methcx:lolcgy. _ This investigation 
utilize:l a novel approach, by which small low-mass :FCB piezoelectric 
accelerometers were plac.ed on the skin surface of both ·- tibial 
tuberosities; they were externally fixed to the human subject with 
adhesive tape and a tightly wrapped. elastic baooage to provide an 
actual bone acceleration measurement of the subject's tibias durin;J 
stair walking and jurrpL~. Moreover, the wrapping of the barrlage 
over the accelerometer almost to the point of the subject's pain 
threshold resulted in the natural frequency of the recording 
instrumentational setup to be above that observed in stair walking 
an::l jumping data avoiding inaccurate data due to re$0nance (sec 
section 2 • 2 for the details) • 
The recorded signal, which represents the implusive shock waves 
actually induced into the human muscloskeleta1 system during stair 
walking and junping, was aquired by a TFAC MR-30 nrulti-channel analcg 
cassete data recorder and play back unit (Figure 5-1) while 
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Figure 5-1: The exr;e.rirrental setup used to 'record and study the 
i.mplusi ve shocks exr;erienced by an individuals 
musculoskeletal system during normal stair gait and 
' 
typical jumpiing. The attenuational caP3cities of 
shock absorbing devices (i.e. visccelastic insoles) 
were also tested and evaluated using this setup. 
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silnultaneously nx::>nitoring the input with a dual-1:::eam digit-31 
oscilloscope. F.ach analCXJ tape has the capabilities of storing seven <" 
channels for 45 minutes of stair wa1kin:J arrljor junping data at a 
recording frequency of up to 1250 Hz. 'Ihese tapes were then played 
back at which time the recorded ~o; gait data was fed into a 
personal campub?r (Zenith 158) modified into a high-speed 
.. 
multi-channel data acquisition arrl storage system. A Metrabyte 
Dash-16 (12 bit resolution) A/D converter was utilized to digitize 
the analCXJ· data which would then be recorded onto floppy disks into 
data files containing 8000 points per trial. 'Ihe salrq?ling rate was 
to be 1000 samples/sec, thus allC1.ving for the accurate acquisition of 
t.rie signals in the range of o to 500 Hz. At this point, an extensive 
in-house-developed biamechanic.a 1 signal prcx::essing software.· .package 
(Biamech-Pak) proceeds to analyze each file of data either in 
entirity or increrrents containing just the heel strike. 
its 
Biamech-Pack is~ part· of the software library of the 
Biamechanics Laboratory at Lehigh University. 'Ihis software package 
has the capabilities of.doing many different time domain statistical 
an:1 plotting routines as well as spectral analysis utilizing the Fast 
Fourier Transform (F'F'I') • The attenuation for each particular jmnping 
or stair walking case (for each insole) was calculated using' 
consistent data (no outliers) arrl with the corresi;orrling without 
insole case as the basis. The Fast Fourier Transfonns were 
cal culate::1 f:run choosen 1024 point segments of data to allow for a 
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resolution of 1 Hzjhannonic on the resultin:f power density spectra 
resultin:f fran this analysis. 
l' 
Four males in their early 20's seJ:Ved as test subjects for both 
parts of this study. After recording the subject infonnation (age, 
height, weight, & shoe size) for each in::li vidual, they were allowed 
20 to 40 minutes to get use1 to walking naturally up arrl dam the 
test staircase while hooked up to the recording instrumentation. At 
this time, the cable c.onnections, accelerorreter placements, and. their 
responses were checked. Each subject then walked eight trials up· the 
staircase all usin:f the same pair of hard heel test shoes (without 
insole). Most trials usually generated between 8 arrl 9 steps of 
recorded data. 'Ihis was then followed by eight trials of walking up 
the staircase for each particular pair of viscoelastic insoles to :be 
tested. , the sarre procedure was then re:peated for the 
trials acquirin:f data while walking dCMn the staircase. 
The second part of this study had these same stair walking 
subjects, utilizin:f the same non-invasive approach (skin nnunted 
. accelerometers), aquire impact acceleration data fronL the tibial 
tuberosity while jumping. Here again, each subject was allowed 20 to 
\ 
' 40 minutes to become' accustomed to jumpirq up arrl dCMn in place as 
naturally as p::,ssible while connected to the ,recording 
instrumentation. Each subject then jurrped up and. dCMn in place to 
generate eight trials of recorded data while all usin:f the same pair 
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of test sneakers (without insole). 'lll.is was then follCMed by eight 
trials of junipiri;J in place for each of the same set of viscoelastic 
insoles tested during the stair walking portion of this study. Most 
trials usually contained between 10 an:i 12 jumps of recorded data. 
Also, the subjects ·were trained to jump repetitively arrl consistent! y 
to the same height above the grourrl each tim: (approximately 1 ft.). 
It was also very in'g;:ortant to have the subjects jump arrl lan:i with as 
a similar a motion as p:,ssible. Moreover, any tria]s of recoroed 
that was subjectively detenninerl to be inconsistent with the general 
trerrl of the trial would be djscarderl and redone. 
After the jurrping in place portion of this study was completed, 
the impact of larrling was looked at even further by having each 
subject jump na'turctl.ly front a standing position off a chair ~platform 
approximately 16 inches above the grourrl. Usually only two jumps per 
... 
trial could 1:e recorded into a data file since it took time for the 
subject to climb back up on top of the chair for the next successive 
jump. 'Ihe shock absorbing capacity of the sama set of viscoelastic · 
insoles were also tested and evaluaterl for the jumping dCMn case. 
Everytime a subject changed insoles for any part of this study, 
it was checked that the insoles were in the shoes properly arrl that 
the shoes were not tied too loosely, since these factors can 
significantly eff,ect the accuracy of the data. The oroer of the same 
set of viscoelastic insoles being tested was rarrlamly changerl for 
.. 
"' 
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each subject. '!he jumping portion of this study took place in a 
corridor with the floor consistin:J'of poured concrete covered with. 
floor tile. In the stair walking case, the walking length of each 
trial was a climb of 13 stairs resulting in a total elevational rise 
of approx. 10 ft. The subjects' average gait velocities during these 
tests were adjusted to approx. 1.1 sec/step going up stairs arrl 0.9 
sec/step heading dCMn stairs. 
5. 3 Results and Discussion . 
5.3.1 stair Walking 
5.3.1.1 Temporal Dana.in 
The results of the stair walking portion of this study definitely , 
shewed distinguishing differences between the gait pattern notions 
experienced while walking up or d.a,m a staircase as compared with 
that of walking on level grourrl. A typical recorded accel~ 
fi01n the tibial tuberosity of a subject walking on level grourrl 
wearing hard heel test shoes (without insoles) is presented in Figure 
5-2. This partia1Jar subject's walking style was classic in the 
sense that his stride length step speed arrl foot angle with respect 
to the grourrl at heel .. strike was that traditionally observed in 
previous level grourrl gait studies. 'Ihe usual sequence of events 
observed in a recorded level grourrl gait pattern proceeds with the 
large steep he€1 strike (approx. 3.0g in this case) followed closely 
by a snall positive double peak bulge (usually 0.1 sec after heel 
strike) containing the insignificant metatarsa J strike and push off. 
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Figure 5-2: Typical recorded signal of a human level gait 
pattern obser\Ted at the subject's left tibial 
tube.rosity while using no insoles. 
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Another feature typically obsel:ved in this type of recorded gait 
pattern, is that of the reaction resultirq front the opposing leg's 
heel strike. 'Ihis reaction is situated aoout half the distance 
between successive heel strikes (approximately 0.5 sec after he.el 
strike) and is approximately 50 to 60 percent of the opposing heel 
strike that generates it. 
In contrast, the recorded gait pattern for walking up a staircase 
does not have any heel strikes present as is the case with nonnal 
level ground gait. '!he heel of the foot never makes contact with the 
stair when going up the staircase. '!he biornechanic.al gait notions of 
walking up stairs is radically different because only the metatarsal 
part of the foot makes contact with the ground (stair) during each 
step. '!he reason for this is because as the individual's leg strides 
forward and u:i;mara to the next stair, the only way one can ma.intain 
their balance, leverage, and control during stair climbing is by 
having the landing of the foot more on the metatarsal rather than the 
heel. !his metatarsal strikes, as seen at 0.25 arrl 1.25 sec. • m 
' Figure 5-3a, are of greater ma.gnitude (approximately 5.9g) and less 
slope than that of the heel strike experienced during nonnal gait on 
level ground. In fact, the implusive leads experienc.ed in climbing 
stairs at roughly the same gait velocity was over 200% of that 
obsel:ved for level gait indicating a greatly accelerated risk of 
degenerative disorders. SUrprisingly, there was no reaction front the 
,.-• 
opposing leg's impact seen in the accelero;rra:m for walking up stairs. 
;~- . 
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subject's left tibial tuberosity while using no 
insoles. 
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nus seems puzzling \since the strike magnitrldes are so nruch greater 
than that experienced on level grourrl. Even though it will take many 
unorthcdox leaning p::,sitioning experienced by the human 
stair climbing is strongly suspected as the cause. 
during 
Olil the other ham, the recorded gait pattern observed for walking 
dcwn stairs ( see Figure 5-3b) does show a similar oppJSing heel 
strike reaction phenomenon as previously observE:d in the level gait 
pattern. Even so, the biamechanics of walking down stairs is 
radica 1 ly different f1'01u that observe:1 for nonnal gait on level 
groun:1 or climbing up stairs. Here again, the metatarsal of the foot 
lt\akes the first contact with the stair during walking dam stairs as 
w-as the case in walking up a staircase. Havever, the metatarsal 
strike does not generally generate the sawe irrplusive magnitudes seen 
during gait "1 up stairs since the metatarsal in this case was less 
rigid at impact and. is used oore for foot place.nent setting up for 
the associated heel strike. Even though the metatarsal hits the 
stair first as someone is going down the stairs, his bcdy is not 
brought to complete stop on that step until the heel strike impact 
occurs. 'Ill.is can be clearly seen in the typical accelero;ram for 
walking down a staircase as depicted in Figure 5-3b .. '!he heel 
strikes of approximately 7. 8g occur at O. 25 arrl 1.15 sec. an:l are 
preceded by a couple of small positive peaks (arourrl l.Og) resulting 
front the recoil action generated by the nv:tata:rsal contact during 
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this portion of the support phase. Moreover, the impact strike 
magnitudes generated during waJ.ki.m down a staircase were nearly 150% 
greater than that~~aj>in walking up stairs an:l 250% greater than 
I' 
that experienced in nonnal level gait. 'Ihis irrlicates that the 
physical action of walking dam stairs is :p:>tentially IOC>re damging 
' 
to the human TIU1SCloskeletaJ system than that of walking up stairs and. 
even ~re so than walking on level groun:1. 
5.3.1.2 Signal Analysis in the Frequency Danain 
After completing the tiine dama.µ1 statistical analysis of the 
' 
recorded data, each type of gait style (up stairs, dawn stairs, 
level) was then analyzed in the frequency darrain through the use of 
spectral analysis. '!he :portions of the recorded accelercgrams to be 
used in the frequency domain analysis were subjectively selected on 
the. basis of consistency. These portions of the dynamic time domain 
data then were transfonned into the frequency domain utilizing the 
Fast . . Fourier Transfonn. All the increments selected for 
transfomation were started fran the same point of · the :r;ericx:lic 
pattern. Also, the size of the increments were limited to 1.024 sec. 
(1024 points) to allow for a resolution of 1 Hzjhannonic as seen in 
the resulting power density spectrums depicted in Figure 5-4. 
Moreover, these curves shCMn in the figure are the resulting average 
of 24 irrlividual curves for each particular type of gait pattern. 
The resulting power density spectrum curves for each different 
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implusive energies observed at the subject's 
tibial tuberosities while using no insoles. 
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type of gait pattern seen in Figure 5-4, consistently shcM the sane 
distin:Juish.irq results as previously seen when ccacparin; each one's 
impulsive strike rnagni tudes. Generally, for all the obsel:ved 
' frequencies shown in Figure 5-4, the walking da,m stairs case had the 
highest transmitted energy magnitudes which was followed by the 
walking up stairs case and the lCMeSt magnibldes seen here were 
generated in the level gait case. The greatest differences between 
the irrlividual gait styles usually occurred in the higher frequencies 
of 10-35 Hz as a result of the larger magnitilde higher frequency ' 
components comprising the heel (dawn stairs) arrl metatarsal (up 
stairs) strikes observed in stair walking. The customarily observed 
heel strike components experiertc.ed in walking dCMn stairs are in the 
range 17.:32 Hz, while the heel strikes of level gait arrl the 
metatarsal strikes of walking up stairs are usually in the lc:Mer 
frequency ranges of 5-15 Hz and 5-20 Hz respectively. Since the 
experience with fatigue irrlicates that failure occurs more quickly 
for specimens being tested with applied loads of higher magnitude and 
frequency, it's clear that stair walking in general has a higher risk 
of degenerative damage occurring than walking on a level surface 
because of the existence of larger magnitude higher frequency impact 
strikes. 
s. 3 .1. 3 Shock Attenuational Pe.?~10:cnance of Various /-· 
Insoles 
To mcx:lerate the increased risk of degenerative joint disorders, 
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low back pain, itis, a variety of four different 
designs of viscoelastic insoles were utilized to reduce the irrpact 
/ 
shocks generated durin:J stair walking. 
The insoles manufactured. by Polymer Dynamics Inc. (Force 10-A & 
C) were thick composite type insoles contoured to the bottom of the 
foot and con~ portions of viscoelastic material embedded into 
the urethane foam construction. The Force 10-A insole had the 
viscoelastic material both un:ler the heel and meta.tar&, J of the 
insole,. while the Force 10-C insole had the viscoelastic material 
un:ler the heel only. The designed molded grooves present in the 
viscoelastic portions allowed the viscoelastic material to flow more 
freely when worn in the constrictions of the shoe, thus giv.ing the 
insole better damping properties. 
The insoles manufactured. by Soroothane Inc. were of a less 
" 
complex design. The plain Sorbotbane insole tested in this study was 
basically of a thin design, except for the heel, and tQe insole was 
constructed entire! y of viscoelastic material. 'Ihe other insole that 
was tested in this study was their Sorbolite insole. This design was 
similar to that of the Polymer Dynamics Force 10-A composite insole 
with viscoelastic materi~ located un:ler the heel arrl metatarsal 
regions of the insole constru.ction. However, the grooved 
irrlentations in these viscoelastic :portions of the insole were small 
arrl unidirectional instead of bein:J contoured to gait pressure 
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gradients (i.e. Force 10-A) which resulted in i;::oor damping 
characteristics for the Sorbolite insole when worn in the confinement 
of a. shoe. 
'Ihe comparative results of this insole study, which can be seen 
in Table 5-1, in:licated overall that the shock attenuational capacity 
of the Polymer Dynamics composite insoles were greater than that of 
the Sorbothane insoles during stair walking. In the most extreme 
c.ase, the Force 10-A insole was aroun::i three times more shock 
absoi:b~ l than the plain SortJothane insole for either type of stair 
----i_ . 
walking. 'lhe ~t attenuation values shCM.n in Table 5-1 reflect 
'What the average was for the four subjects tested. Also, the percent 
attenuations were calculated frorn the mean metatarsaJ stikes values 
for the 11p.Stairs case arrl from the mean heel strike values for the 
dcwn stairs case. 'Ihe without insole val11es were used as the basis 
in both cases. Even though the insoles tested in this study 
significantly reduced the _lll!)a~ shocks in both stair gait types, 
it's quite clear that the insoles were more shock absorbing in the 
walking dCMn stairs case as opposed to the up stairs walking case. 
'Ihis is really not that surprising since.the insole designs were 
mainly focused lJ!X)n the re:tuction of the well known heeJ. strike 
rather than that of the newly recognized metatarsal strike. Also, 
these mcx:lifications of the irrpact shocks can be clearly seen with the 
corrparing of recorded stair gait accelero:Jrain.S of both the with 
insole (see Figures 5-5a & 5-5b) and without insole cases (see 
• 
.. 
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Table 5-1: Attenuational Shock capacity of Viscoelastic 
Insoles in stair Walking (Up & Down) 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-C 
Sorbothane 
Sorbolite 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-C 
Sorbothane 
Sorbolite 
SUbject # 1 (Typic.aJ Stair Gait) 
Walking up a staircase 
Metatarsal Strike(Mean + S.D.) 
5.45 + 0.42 g 
3. 98 + 0.38 g 
4.24 + 0.39 g 
4. 94 + 0.43 g 
4.36 + 0.41 g 
Walking down a staircase 
Heel strike {Mean + s . D. ) 
7 .83 + 0.67 g 
4. 60 + 0.42 g 
5.43 + 0.49 g 
6.65 + 0.51 g 
5. 76 + 0.53 g 
% Attenuation 
-·--
* 27.01 
22.19 
9.27 
20.03 
% Attenuation 
41.25 
30.62 
15.05 
26.51 
* 'Ihe percent attenuations aoove reflect the typica] 
values observed for the four subjects tested. 
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Figures 5-3a & 5-3b). Moreover, the greater impact shock reduction 
in the down stairs case was rather enca.rraging to sec, since the 
walking down stairs.is the rrcre potentially damaging of the two types 
~ 
of stair gait. 
irhe shock absorbing perfonnance of these different insole designs 
were also looked at in the frequency domain by applying spectral 
analysis (utilizing F'F'I') on the recorded stair gait patterns. This 
method of COicparing insoles by their dynamic performance in the 
frequency domain will probably be the more extensive arrl complete way 
of analyzing the shock attenuational capacities of future insole and 
running shoe designs. 'Ihe resulting pc::Mer density spectrums and 
calculated transfer functions would show hcM' each viscoelastic insole 
design corrpares with one another at specific frequency ranges. For 
' 
example, if a particular physic.al activity YlOlll.d terx:1 to generate 
damaging dynamic shocks at a certain frequency range, just use the 
" 
insole that perfoms the best (attenuates the most) in that given 
frequency range for injmy protection. 
i:the resulting pcMer density spectrum cui.ves derived for the 
insoles tested during stair walking are shown in Figures 5-6a & 5-6b 
(up & down). 'Ihese curves show the distribution of the curm.llative 
arrnmts of dynamic energy transmitted through the subject's tibial 
tuberosity during 1. 024 sec. o( stair walking while using the various 
insoles. 'Ihe curves in these figures are the resulting average of 24 
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Table 5-1: Attenuational Shock capacity·of Viscoelastic 
Insoles in Stair Walking (Up & Down) 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-C 
Sorbothane 
Sorbolite 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-C 
Sorbothane 
soroolite 
SUbject # 1 (Typic.aJ Stair Gait) 
Walking up a staircase 
Metatarsal Strike (Mean + S. D. ) 
5.45 + 0.42 g 
3.98 + 0.38 g 
4.24 + 0.39 g 
4.94 + 0.43 g 
4.36 + 0.41 g 
Walking down a Staircase 
Heel Strike (Mean + s. D. ) 
7.83 + 0.67 g 
4.60 + 0.42 g 
5.43 + 0.49 g 
6.65 + 0.51 g 
5.76 + 0.53 g 
' 
% Attenuation 
-·--
* 27.01 
22.19 
9.27 
20.03 
% Attenuation 
41.25 
30.62 
15.05 
26.51 
* The percent att.P..nuations above reflect th'$ typical 
values observed for the four subjects tested. 
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Figure 5-5: Typical observed-·signal of an individual walking; 
a.) up, b.) dam a staircase recorded at the 
subject's left tibial tuberosi ty while using 
Force 10-A insoles. 
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Figures 5-3a & 5-3b). 1 Moreover, the greater inpact shock rerluction 
in the down stairs case was rather e.nca.rraging to see, since the 
walking down stairs is the more potentially damaging of the two types 
of stair gait. 
rrhe. shock absorbing :perfonnance of these different insole designs 
were also looked at in the frequency domain by applying spectral 
analysis (utilizing E'F'I') on the recorded stair gait patterns. rrhis 
method of couiparing insoles by their dynamic :perfornance in the 
frequency dooain will probably be the more extensive arrl complete way 
of analyzing the shock attenuati_s;mal capacities_of--futa:f.re insole and 
n.mning shoe designs. rrhe resulting pcMer density spectruros and 
c.alculated transfer functions would show hCM each viscoelastic insole 
design compares with one another at specific frequency ranges. For 
example, if a particular physical activity would te.rrl to generate 
damaging dynamic shocks at a certain freq_t1ency range, just use the 
insole that :perfonns the best (attenuates the most) in that given 
frequency range for injury protection. 
'Ihe resulting pcMer density spectrum. curves derived for the 
insoles tested during stair walking are shown in Figures 5-6a & 5-6b 
(up & down) • rrhese curves show the distribution of the cunrulative 
amounts of dynamic energy transmitted through the subject's tibial 
tuberosity during 1.024 sec. of stair walking while.using the various 
insoles. 'Ihe curves in these figures are the resulting average of 24 
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Figure 5-7: The derived transfer functions for the various 
visc02lastic insoles being tested during no.nnal: 
a.) up, b.) da.,m stair walking. Transfer functions 
sha,m atove were calculated from the gait data 
recorded at the subject's tibia using the E'E'I' of 
the no-insole case as the basis. 
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individually selected paver density ~ for each particular 
insole design. 'Ihe spectral results for either stair gait case again 
showed that the Force 10-A insole significantly attenuated the 
" 
.ilnplusive stair gait vibrations the rrost of any insole tested in this 
study. 'Ihe reniaining insoles tested during stair gait had paver 
density spectrum a.n:ves that were nnstly scattered between the cw:ve 
shCMil for the Force 10-A case ani the curve of the case without using 
an insole. 
'Ihese same distinguishing perfomance cliff~ between 
r,J_ 
insoles as mentioned above can be seen even rore easily in the 
comparing of their ca]culated transfer functions as depicted in 
Figures 5-7a & 5-7b. 'Ihe transfer functions for each insol.e tested 
-was ca] culated using the E'E'I' of the without insole case for each 
particular gait type as the basis. Furt.herm:Jre, the transfer 
function results showed that the insoles tested during either type of 
stair gait attenuated impulsive shocks better for the higher 
frequencies (above 20 Hz) than for the laver frequencies (below 20 
Hz) • '!his successfully shows that the insole designs looked at in 
this study did reduce the damaging high frequency heel strike 
. components associated with stair ~it as inten:ied. Moreover, the use 
of insoles can be used to protect the human nruscloskeletaJ system 
froiu the accelerated fatigue process of joints arrl bones resulting 
fronL walking up arrl down stairs. 
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5.3.2 Jumping 
5.3.2.l Temporal Danain 
The next phase of this work dea1 t with the biomechanicaJ ~ 
of jumping. Two cyJ;eS of jumping were analyzed in this p:,rtion of. 
the study. '!he first type st:i1died was the repetitive jumping up arrl 
dawn in place (hoping). rrhe subjects were trained to hop with a 
consistent motion to the same height above the grourrl (approx .. 1 
ft.). In contrast, the second type analyzed the impulsive lamings 
of the subjects after jumping dawn off from a fixed elevation. 'Ille 
same viscoelastic insoles utilized in the stair walking p:,rtion of 
~ 
this study were also tested in both cyJ;eS of jumping. 
rrhe typic.aJ accelerograros of recorded signals obtained front the 
tibial tuberosity of the subject while jurrping in place wearing test 
sneakers with arrl without viscoelastic insoles are depicted _in 
Figures 5-8b & 5-8a respectively. 'Ihe observed jurrping patterns :fn 
these accelerograms (jumping in place) are essentially the same 
except for the significant reduction in iirplusive strike ma.gnitudes 
as seen for the juniping c.ase wearing the Force 10-A insole. Also, 
there are two sets of i.npllsive strike magnitudes observed in these 
recorded jmrrping in place accelerograms. 'Ihe first set of these 
implusive strikes was associated with the laming phase experience::l 
with jumping up & dawn in place. 'Ihls laming phase can clearly be 
see as the leading sets of uneven double spikes (first peak.=20.0g, 
secorrl peak=l5.5g) occurring at 0.25 arrl 0.85 sec. in Figure 5-8a. l} 
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Figure 5-8: Typical recorded signal of an individual jumping up 
& dam in place recorded at the subject's tibial 
tuberosities while using; a.) no insoles, b.) Force 
10-A insoles. 
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On the other harrl, the secorrl set of implusive strikes, located at 
0.35 am 1.0 sec. in Figure 5-Sa, was associated with the push off 
:rrotions for the next successive jtnup. 'Ille larrlin;J phase of jtnnpin; 
was what this study mainly focused upon. 
'Ihe landing phase absel:ved in these jumpi.rq in place 
-
acc.elerograms usually contained two peaks. 'Ille first peak was the 
metatarsal strike followe:i closely (approx. 50 ms) by the heel 
strike. Notice, this is the reverse order of strikes obse!ve:i in 
recorded level walking patterns. rrhe imapact magnitudes of these 
peaks vary according to the way an in:lividual would larrl on his feet. 
One who land.s mostly on the metatarsal arrl less on the heel of the 
'!;• 
foot would have a higher first peak followe:i by a significantly 
' 
smaller second peak. Alternatively, one who lards lightly on the 
metatarsal am more on the heel of the foot 1NOU1.d have a smaller 
first peak followed by a higher second peak. Arrl, deperrl.in:J on the 
various foot angles an iroividual could experience when landing, 
there is a countless combination of double strike values possible for 
jumping in place. It's this great foot angle variation front jump to 
jump that creates the large starrlard deviations in the subjet's 
strike value data shown in Table 5-2. 
Studyi.rq this laming phase even further durin:J the case of 
jumpi.rq down off a chair led to some fairly interesti.rq obseI:vations. 
Wnile the larrlin;J phase in the jUITq:,ing in place case had two 
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distinctly significant peaks, the laming in the jurrg;,ing down case 
usually. only had one significant peak which was cle:arly asSOQiated 
0 
. 
. .c1-- V 
with the heel strike. '!his can cl~rly be seen in the typic.aJ 
, 
recorded accelercXJrams for the jumping dcwn case (with arrl without 
insoles) depicted in Figures 5-9a & 5-9b. Here again, the foot al'lg'le 
with respect to the grourrl at impact determined the type of strikes 
observed. Furthennore, an interesting observation seen for both the 
stair walking and jumping sbJdies was that an. individual terrls to 
land more with the metatarsal of the foot when needing a propelling 
forward push off for the next successive step or jUlup (as with 
jumping in place arrl walking up stairs), arrl oore with the heel of 
the foot when coming to a more ~lete stop on the grourrl or steps 
. ( as with jurttping down arrl walking down stairs) . However, the strike 
tnagnitudes of either type of jumping are five to ten times greater 
I 
. 
than those experienced during normal gait arrl this potentially 
accelerates the risk of degenerative injuries to the human 
rnscloskeleta1 system, especially to those irrlividuals who avidly 
participate in sport activities which contain tremerrlous amounts of 
jumping (i.e. basketball, aerobics). 
5.3.2.2 Shock Attenuational Perfonnance of Various 
Insoles 
To mcx:lerate the increased risk of deg-enerati ve joint disorders, 
lcw back pain, and osteoarthritis, the same variety of viscoelastic 
insoles tested in the stair walking portion of this study were also 
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Table 5-2: 'Attenuational Shock capacity of Viscoelastic 
Insoles During Typical Jumping 
SUbj ect # l (Typical Jumping) 
Jumping in Place 
:} 
\ 
i -· 
Insole Type Metatarsal Strike (Mean + S. D.) 
19.57 + 2.94 g 
% Attenuation 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-C 
Sorbothane 
Sorbolite 
Insole Type 
w/o 
Force 10-A 
Force 10-C 
Sorbothane 
Sorbolite 
14.93 + 2.28 g 
15.75 + 2.66 g 
17.82 + 3.39 g 
15.95 + 2.27 g 
JUmping Down 
Heel Strike (Mean + S. D. ) 
23.54 + 3.30 g 
15.15 + 2.72 g 
17.23 + 3.08 g 
20.44 + 3.68 g 
18.15 + 2.57 g 
* 23.68 
19.49 
8.91 
18.46 
% Attenuation 
35.62 
26. 79 
11.09 
22.88 
> 
* 'Ihe percent attenuations above reflect the typical 
values observe::l for the four subjects teste::l. 
" 
.. )/! 
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used in an a~ to reduce the impact,, shocks generated during 
• • 
-Jumpmg. 
The carnparati ve results of this portion of the study, which can 
be seen in Table 5-2, in:licate that the overall shock attenuational 
capacity of the Polymer Djnamics composite insoles were greater than 
that of the So:rbothane insoles during jumping. In fact, the Force 
10-A insole (35. 6% attenuation) absorbed the shocks rrore than the 
three times as much as the plain Sortot.h.ane insole (8.9% 
attenuation) during the jumping dc:Ml portion of this study. 'Ihe 
percent attenuation values shown in Table 5-2 reflect the average of • 
the four subjects tested. Also, the percent attenuations were 
calculated. front the mean metatarsal strike values for the jumping in 
place case, an:i front the mean heeJ strike val11es for the jumping dC1.v11 
case.) Another interesting observation was t.hat the msoles were 
generally more effective in the jtnup.inq down case than for the 
jurrp:i.ng in place case. Here again, as seen with the · stair walking 
insole tests, the insoles were nore effective in the reduction of the 
heel strike impacts than for the re::luction for the metatarsal strike 
impacts. In most instances, the shock attenuational capacities of 
the insoles tested were greater in the jumpin=J cases as optX)SErl to 
the stair walking cases. 
\1 
\) 
5.3.2.3 Signal Analysis in the Frequency D:main 
The perfonnance of these different insole designs were also 
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Figure s-10: Typical p:Mer density sr:ectra of the different 
tyr:es of jumping (in place & da,,m off a chair) 
induced i.mplusive energies observed at the 
subject's tibial tuberosities while using no 
insoles. 
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investigated in the frequency domain by applying spectral analysis on 
the recorded jumpin; accelerograms. . '!he resulting p::,iler density 
spectrum cm:ves depicted in Figure 5-10 shcrws the carrparative results 
1:etween the two different j'lllTping styles investigated in this study. 
Interestingly enough, there generally does·not appear to be that nn.ich 
difference between these curves. rrhe two curves, for the most part, 
weave back arrl forth across each other disguising any distinguishing 
differences that may exist between the results of the two jumping 
styles. Havever, there is clearly a significant difference visible 
between the resulting curves in the higher frequency range of 15 to· 
40 Hz. '!he jurrping down power density spectrum curve is generally 
much _pigher than the juniping in place curve µ1 the frequency range of 
17 to 33 Hz. 'Ihis indicatss that there are higher frequency 
components carriprising the heel strikes generated in the jumping down 
larrlings as opp:>sed to the jumping in place larrlings. Here again, 
the presence of these higher frequency heel strikes makes jumping 
dCMI1 potentially more damaging than the jumping in place case since 
this tends to accelerate the fatigue process. • • Moreover, Jumping 
• 
overall is nn.ich m:>re potentially damaging to the human nn.1SCloskeleta1 
system than either stair or level walking which is easily seen 'When 
comparing the magnitudes of the impact energies generated in all of 
these cases (sec Figures 5-4 & 5-10). 
The resulting :power density spectrurrs derived for each insole 
tested during ooth types of jumping are depicted in Figures 5-lla & 
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Figure 5-11: Typical prer density sr:,ectra of transmitted 
~ dynamic energy observed at the subject's tibial 
tuberosity during: a.Jjumping in place, b.) 
jumping off a chair platfonn while using various 
visccelastic insoles. 
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viscoelastic insoles being tested during; a.) 
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platform. Transfer functions shewn alx>ve were 
calculated from the jumping data recorded at the 
subject's tibia using the .F'.F'l' of the no-insole 
case as the basis. 
' 
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5-llb. 'Ihese pc1wer density spectrums show the amounts of dynamic 
energy transmitted through the subject's tjbial tuberosity during 
1. 024 sec. of jumping while using the various insoles. Here again, 
these curves are the resulting average of 24 in:li.vidual selected 
~er density spectrums for each part.ia1Jar insole. 'Ihe results for 
either jumping case depicted in these figures shCM quite clearly that 
the Force 10-A insole, as was the case in all of these studies, 
consistently attenuated the il11pulsive jumping vibrations the rrost of 
any insole tested. 'Ihe remaining insoles tested had power density 
spectrums that were generally scattered·between the curve shown for 
the Force 10-A case arrl the curve for the case without using an 
insole. overall, the viscoelastic insoles tested were m:::>re effective 
.. 
in attenuating the generated :ilnpact shocks of the jU1uping dCMn case 
than that for the jumping in place case. In fact, the substantial 
reduction of transmitted energy by these insoles in the frequency 
range of 15-35 Hz for the jumping· dONI1 case was very encouraging 
since this ment a reduction of the potential damage caused by these 
higher frequency heel strike components. Also, these sarre resulting 
trends mentioned above can also be seen in Figures 5-12a & 5-12b 
which depict the calculated transfer functions of the insoles tested 
during jumping. The transfer ftmctions for each insole tested was 
calculated using the F'F·r of the case without we.aring an insole for 
each irrlividual jumping type as the basis. 
5.4 sunmary and Conclusions 
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The de.scribed refined methoo.ology of th.is study can be used for a 
non-invasive, in-vivo evaluation of the ~lusive shocks generated in 
the musculoskeletal system during various m::xies of hmnan locarrotion 
•, (i.e. stair climbing arrl jumping). Also, the proposed technique of 
acquiring accurate bone acceleration data is sensitive enough to 
reveal differences in the shock absorbing properties of various shoes 
and insoles during stair walking arrl jumping.- 'Ihe main advantage of 
the presented technique is the use of the actual foot-shce 
J 
interaction during the evaluation. 'Ihe same approach can be 
.irrplemented during the development of r1ev1 insoles arrl shock absorbing 
devices for specific applications in various :mxles of human 
lccomotion. Moreover, the frequency domain analysis of this type of 
biarnechanica 1 vibration data will become the more complete meth<Xi of 
comparing the performance of shock absoming devices used in any fonn 
of human locomotion. The development of spectral analysis as a 
technique of detennining the dynamic attenuational capacity of 
different types of insoles and footwear would open the way to a 
number of potential projects. Future work will be needed to identify 
the barnful frequency ranges by shocks generated during these 
physical activities so that the proper shock absorbing shoes and 
visc.oelastic insoles may be developed. 
While level gait arrl running had essentially the same basic 
biarnechanical bcdy motions (except in their magnitudes), stair ·· 
walking and jumping had radica] ly different bcdy motions as compared 
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to walking arrl runnin;J, especially dur~ the support phase. '!he 
support phases durirq both jurrping cases am the walking dCMrl stairs 
case were in the reverse sequence (metatarsal strike followed by the 
heel strike) of what is traditionally absel:ved during level gait 
(heel strike foll™ed by the metatarsal strike) •. '1he magnib1des of 
jumping and stair walking were also significantly larger than what is 
usually observed. durirq level gait. 
rrhe biomechanical motions of the waJ.ki.n3' up stairs case is even 
rrore drasticaJ 1 y different than all the other fonns "' of loco-rrotion 
described since only a metatarsal strike exists. No heel strike is 
obsel:ved in the walking up stairs case since the heel of the foot 
never makes contact with the stair when going up the staircase.'. 
Moreover, stair walking in general has a higher risk of degenerative 
. ' damage occuring than walking on a level surface because of the 
. generation of larger magnitude and higher frequency impact strikes 
during stair climbing. Furthennore, jmnping was even more 
p:Jtentially damaging than either level gait or stair walking since 
the obsel:ved. impact strikes were substantially larger in magnitude. 
Finally, the use of specially designed. viscoelastic insoles were 
very effective in modifying and absorbing the damaging inplusive 
shocks generated. during stair walking and jurrping. The insoles were 
more effective in the reduction of the heel strike-impacts than for 
the reduction for the metatarsal strike in"pacts. In rrost instances, 
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the shock attenuational capacities of the insoles tested were greater 
j) 
in the jumping cases as opposed to the stair walking sti1dies . 
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Chapter 6. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1 conclusions 
It is possible to enumerate several conclusions re-
sulting from this particular project: 
q 
1. The non-invasive in-vivo methodology refined in this pr9ject can b~ used for -the accurate acquisition of real-time bone acceleration data 
experienced at particular locations of the human musculoskeletal. system during actual physical activities including a various modes of human locomotion. 
2. The natural frequency of thts project's instru-
mentational se~up (approximately 75 Hz) was beyond the frequency range of the biomechanical gait and running data acquired which would ind-icate no distortion of the data caused by 
resonance of the instrumentational setup during actual recording conditions. 
3. The refined techniqµe presented in this work 
can be used to investigate the transmissibility and transformation of shock waves ex-p~riencea by the individual components of the human musculoskeletal system. The methodology pre-sented may also serve as a diagnostic tool for the early revealing of any defiencies of an individual's locomotion system. 
4. The shock attenuational capacities of the var-ious shock absorbing insoles, footwear, and track surfaces can be evaluated for different 
modes of locomotion by using the described 
methodology used in this project. Resuits showed tfiat these external shock absorbing 
elements were very effective in reducing the implusive strikes observed in the different 
moaes of locomotion. 
5. Spectral analysis can be used as a powerful method in the developing and understanding an assortment of dynamic measurement systems in the area of biomechanics. The dynamic per-+ormances of various designs of- shock absorbing insoles, footwear, and types ~of track surface 
can be evaluated u~ing th~ described technique during actual physical activities. 
6. The results of this project support the idea that during each heel strike~ intermittent shock waves are generated at tne base of the foot and propagates to the top of the skull. 
7. Results indicate that a healthy human musculo-skeletal system has the ca2ability during 
normal gait of absorbing 90~ of tfie initial heel and metatarsal strike magnitudes generated 
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at the feet before reaching the forehead. And, between 70 & 80% of tfie original strike 
magnitudes are. attenuate~ by tfie legs before 
reaching the hips accounting for mos-e of the 
shock attenuation done by the human locomotor 
system. · · 
8. The g~nerat~d heel stri~e mag~itud~s were sub-
stantially increased during gait using shoes of larger heel heights (high fieel gait). Noto only does th~ heel strike values increases with the increasing of heel heights, but so does the 
metatarsal strike values which were insign-ificant in normal- flat shoe gait. 
9. The innovative development of a viscoelastic heel plug insert to be worn in the heel of a high heel shoe has been shown to be an 
effective way of attenuating the detrimehtal heel strike (only) generated during high heel gait. The use of a heel plug. insert in 
combination with a full viscoelastic insole 
would be the optimum way of attenuating both the heel and metatarsal strikes., observed during high heel gait. · 
10. The repetitive implusive loads (heel strikes) 
experienced during running, jumping, and stair 
climbing are generally mu9h greater in magnituq.e than tfiat o:Oserved during· normal level gait indicating an increased risk of fatigue damage 
occurring to the musculoskeletal system during these different modes of locomotion. " 
11. The results from the running portions of this project demonstrated that the shock absorbing performance of both the grass and polyuretjne track surf aces were much Better than that of-- he harmful asphalt. Even though the man- ade polyurethane track was slightly less shock ab-. 
sorning than the grass, its surface consistency 
and texture is almost perfect helping to reduce 
the possibilities of twisting a leg or pulling a hamstring due to any loose turf or imperfections 
of the grass surface. Therefore, it is probably 
somewhat less injurious to run on the artificial polyurethane surface as compared to the natural grass surface. 
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6.2 Recommendations 
Based on the observations and findings of the prssent 
investigation, t.he following recommendations are deemed 
necessary: 
- - -------~-
1. To continue an effort directed at the refining 
and modifying of the methodology described in 
this. proJect with the ,intefit to ,fu;t~er_ 
eliminate~the degree of inherent variability 
existing in this type of study. Further de-
velopments are still needed to achieve even 
more repeatability with accelerometer place-
ments as well as establishing a specification 
of bandage wr9pping pressur~ to hold the 
accelerometer in place. Obviously 1 the wrap-ping pressure shoula be such that ~he subject 
can still move naturally during the physical 
activity being studied without losing any 
accuracy in the recording of the data. 
2. The development of a mathematical vibration 
model (spring-dashpot system) defining the 
shock attenuational capabilities of tfie in-dividual bones (tibia, femur, hip, lumbar, 
etc.) and joints comprising the human musculo-
skeletal system during the implusive loads gen~rated in the various mo~~s of human loc9-
motion. The .transfer functions developed in 
this project for the individual components of 
the human body during normal gait could be a 
convenient place to commence such an analysis. 
3. Future studies utilizing spectral analysis will be needed to further confirm and define the harmful fre~e~cies generated.PY the heel.and 
metatarsal strikes ooserved in the various 
modes of human locomotion. Developmental work done in the design of external shock absorbing devices (insoles, footwear, types of tracR 
surfaces) could then focus on improving the 
shoe~ ,attenuation of their p~oducts in these 
specified detrimental frequencies. 
4. Results from the gait portions· of this proje9t indicated a possible relationship between gait 
velocity and th~ heel strike magnitudes. More-
over observations also indicated a possible 
relationship between the foot angle with r~s-pect,to the floor at impact 9nd the heel strike 
magnitudes. Further work in these areas may help to expand'the understanding of the factors in which can significantly influence the 
magnitude of the detrimental heel strikes; generated during everyday walking, running, and Jumping. 
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